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► Sports 
Eastern's Charlotte 
Sizemore, left, has 
measured up to 
expectations 
in her first 
two years as 
a Lady 
Colonel/B6 
Rita Davis, who 
was the associ- 
ate vice presi- 
dent for aca- 
demic affairs, 
will take over as 
the chief academic 
officer until a 
replacement can 
be found. 
Brian Simms/ 
Progress 
► Accent 
Here's some tips 
on how you can 
prevent and 
treat the annual 
flu and cold 
season/B4 
Kustra rejects four VPcandidates 
Rita Davis is acting vice president of academic affairs 
BY DENA TACKETT 
News editor 
They came. They saw. 
They left without a job. 
After meeting with the 
four candidates for the 
position of vice presi- 
dent     of    academic 
J affairs in December, 
President       Robert 
Kustra. along with the 
committee in charge of finding 
the new chief academic officer, 
decided to reopen the search. 
Rita Davis, former associate 
vice president of academic affairs, 
will fill the position until a full- 
time replacement can be found. 
The position was left open when 
Russell Enzie decided to step down 
and return to teaching in the psy- 
chology department where he 
began his career at I^astern as that 
department's chair in 1974. 
The four candidates were 
Christopher Baldwin, dean of the 
college of arts and sciences at Sam 
Houston State University; Stephen 
Doblin. dean of the college of sci- 
ences and technology at the 
University of Southern 
Mississippi; Melinda McClanahan, 
exivutive for reinvention and orga- 
nizational improvement of the 
office of research and develop- 
ment for the Environmental 
Protection Agency; and Steven 
Pontius, vice president of academ- 
ic affairs at Austin Peay University. 
Each spent a day and a half at 
Eastern meeting with faculty, staff 
and students and touring Richmond. 
"I liked all the candidates and 
all came to Eastern with a set of 
strengths that impressed all the 
faculty and all they met." Kustra 
said. "I just felt, in the end, none 
of the candidates were that near- 
perfect fit and we owed it to our 
selves to go out into the market- 
place and renew the search." 
Kustra said he didn't regret 
that decision. 
"I am as confident of that deci- 
sion today as 1 was the day I made 
it before the break." he said. 
Kustra said in finding that 
See Search PageA6 
New grade scale 
begins fall 2000 
Kustra approves plus/minus system 
BY DENA TACKETT 
News editor 
You are home for the summer 
and the heat is not the only 
thing making you sweat 
— grades are coming in 
the mail. You try to beat 
your parents to the mail- 
box each day until finally, 
it. comes. You tear off each 
side hesitantly, unsure 
about what's inside. 
A sigh of relief.   You 
passed chemistry with a 
D.   When confronted by 
your parents, you explain that it 
may be a D, but hey, it's a high I). 
Well you won't be able to use that 
explanation anymore. 
President Robert Kustra has 
given his thumbs up to the 
plus/minus grading scale, which 
will be implemented next fall. 
"The plus/minus grading sys- 
tem would not only 
help with grade infla- 
tion, but also give the 
institution   a   more 
accurate way to evalu- 
ate students' work," 
Kustra said. "It allows 
the work of a student 
to be evaluated more 
precisely." 
Kustra believes the 
new scale will make it easier for 
instructors to grade. 
"As one  who   has  used   it 
Sea Grades/AB 
More 
The proa and 
cons of the 
plus minus 
system. See 
A2. 
► Board of Regents 
Full agenda slated 
for Corbin meeting 
BY SHAWN HOPKINS 
Assistant news editor 
This semester's first Board of 
Regents meeting will 
take place at a different 
location. Instead of meet- 
ing here on campus, it 
will meet in Corbin with 
new faculty regent, 
Merita Thompson. 
Thompson is enthusi- 
astic about beginning her 
two-and-a-half year term. 
"I want to. in this first 
year, learn more about 
the faculty's needs and 
what their concerns 
are," Thompson said. 
The board is sched- 
uled to deal with several issues of 
student interest in its meeting, 
which is at 1 p.m. Saturday at the 
Quality Inn in Corbin. 
Regents will consider allowing 
a Greek row for fraternity and 
sorority housing. 
The board will also be looking 
at a proposal addressing grade 
inflation. An element of this pro- 
posal is a plus/minus grading 
scale adopted by Eastern for the 
More 
The Board of 
Regents will 
hear propos- 
als on Greek 
Row and a 
student wetl- 
ness center, 
SeeAS 
fall of 2000. Plus/minus grading is 
said to give professors more lee- 
way on students who are border- 
line between grades, eliminating 
the temptation to round 
up or down. 
A proposal to renovate 
Combs Hall is also on 
the agenda. 
Discussions of building 
a new Wellncss/Activity 
Center are on the agen- 
da as a long-term pro- 
posal. This center should 
include such features as 
a gym and computer 
labs and is designed for 
faculty, staff and student 
use. Thompson said. 
"It would be nice to know that 
faculty could go there and be 
brushing shoulders with stu- 
dents," Thompson said. 
Another item is a change to 
the university's policy about 
admitting out-of-state students. 
The change would give Eastern 
the option of testing out-of-state 
students to make sure they match 
university set criteria. Thompson 
said. 
Watery Welcome 
Justin Combs, left, an underclared sophomore from Independence, 
and his next door neighbor, Jacob DeAtley, clean Room 911 in 
Commonwealth Hall after radiators and pipes broke Sunday flood- 
ing the ninth floor and elevator shafts with water. On possibly the 
Brian Simms/Progress 
busiest moving day of the semester, desk workers at 
Commonwealth reported most residents weren't angry about hav- 
ing to take the stairs in the 20-story residence hall "I guess there's 
nothing you can do about it really." Combs said 
Burst pipes flood Commonwealth Hall 
BY SHAWN HOPKINS 
Assistant news editor 
Commonwealth Hall residents 
were faced with a soggy home- 
coming last week. 
Several radiators and pipes 
burst because of the cold. The 
most serious eruption was 
Sunday. 
A hallway radiator ruptured 
on the ninth floor, spilling 
water and disabling the eleva- 
tors on what is usually the 
busiest day of moving back into 
the dorms. 
Justin Combs, an undeclared 
sophomore from Independence, 
swept out water dumped in his 
room by the radiator. 
"I lost a carpet, that's about it." 
Combs said. "I guess there's 
nothing you can do about it real- 
ly. It would have been a lot worse 
if everybody hadn't got together 
on it." 
Residents and staff worked 
together to wet-vac and sweep 
the water toward the elevator 
shafts, which disabled the eleva- 
tors for the entire day. 
Earlier in the week a room 
radiator burst and an expansion 
(pipe) joint in a wall broke 
loose. 
James Street, director of facili- 
ty services, said that the room 
radiator would not have broken 
on il's own. 
"Some students had (tam- 
pered with the radiators in their 
rooms). 
which is a big no no," Street said. 
Street was reluctant to release 
the nature of the tampering for 
fear others would copy. 
Only one of the damaged 
radiators burst, which Street 
says is fortunate considering 
the cold. 
As for the other two incidents, 
Street cited "spontaneous com- 
bustion." He said there was no 
reason those pipes should have 
broken. 
There were also other scat- 
tered incidents of broken pipes 
and radiators across campus. 
Kenna Middleton. director of 
housing, said efforts were made 
to contact students before they 
See Pipes/Page A10 
Preventing 
frozen pipes 
To prevent your pipes from 
freezing while away for a 
long winter weekend or 
vacation, take these precau- 
tions. 
■ Insulate pipes 
■ Seal any leaks that allow 
cold air In 
■ Let hot and cold water 
trickle overnight 
■ Make sure heat Is no 
lower than 55 degrees 
■ Have someone check 
your house daily to make 
sure it's warm enough. 
% 1909^1999 
Winningest coach in Eastern history loses fight to cancer 
The life 
The death of Ea 
Paul S. McBrayer^e 
that spanned 89 
Entered UK 
program as a 
player 
Coached 
hometown 
Kavaneugh 
High School 
Earned 
Ail-American Guard 
Hired as 
Adolph Rupp's 
first lull-time 
assistant 
Returned to Kentucky 
and was lired by Rupp 
raver 
,rena 
dedicated 
Quit Eastern under 
unusual Inducted into Kentucky 
circumstances       Athletic Hall o( Fame 
Amy Campbell/Progress 
BY DAVO JONES AND SHAWN HOPKMS 
Eastern professor Jack Adams 
remembers his former coach, 
Paul McBrayer. as a unique indi- 
vidual. 
"Can't beat him. Never be 
another one like him." Adams said. 
McBrayer. the coach with the 
most wins in Eastern basketball 
history, died Jan.l of pancreatic 
cancer. He was 89 years old. 
"We are deeply saddened by 
the loss of a trirc friend of Eastern 
Kentucky University in Paul 
McBrayer." said Larry Bailey, 
director of alumni affairs. 
At the Jan. 5 funeral, former 
student and player Roy Allison 
spoke of the effect McBrayer had. 
especially on his players. 
"Fortunately, when your play- 
ing days were over your relation- 
ship with him wasn't over." 
Allison said. 
McBrayer had a long and influ- 
ential career in Kentucky basket- 
ball. 
In his 16 seasons at Eastern 
C46-'b2). he lead the Maroons, 
Eastern's team name at the time. 
to 219 victories and 144 losses. 
His teams won the OVC tour- 
nament in 1950 and 1955. In T>:i 
and '59 his teams went to the 
NCAA tournament, the first 
such appearances in Eastern's 
history. 
McBrayer was inducted into 
the Kentucky Athletic Hall of 
Fame in 1987. In 1988 the arena 
inside Alumni Coliseum was dedi- 
cated to him. 
See McBrayer/Page A6 
► Inside  
Accent B1 
Activities   B5 
Arts B3 
Classifieds A4 
Perspective A2, 3 
Police Beat    A4 
Sports B6-8 
What's On Tap B2 
► Weather  
TODAY 
Hi: 35 
Low: 28 
Conditions: Rairi /V|"«Y|V,,< 
PWftt 38. Partly cloudy 
SAT: 47, Partly cloudy 
SUN: 52. Partly cloudy 
► Reminder  
To recognize Martin Luther 
King Day there are no 
classes Monday. 
► MWFweek 
•1 
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PUSH AND PULL 
Plus and minus scale 
makes for easier grading 
President Robert 
Kustra ordered the 
implementation of a 
plus/minus grading scale 
for fall 2000 to fight grade 
inflation at Eastern. 
At a Faculty Senate meet- 
ing, he said he thought it 
was a good idea since he 
had taught under both sys- 
tems. 
At Nov. 2's meeting 
Kustra said, "In my estima- 
tion, it is a more exact way 
for a professor to evaluate 
student performance." 
Kustra also called the 
system a choice for faculty. 
Professors could use a plus 
or minus if they wanted. 
This system would also 
restore some honor to the 
President's and Dean's lists, 
faculty mejnbers argued in 
November. 
Kirk Jones, chair of the 
ad hoc committee on grade 
inflation, feels the new sys- 
tem would provide more 
distinctive grades for stu- 
dents. 
"A 12-point system 
yields a 'finer measure* of 
the quality and quantity of 
students' work relative to 
the current five-point sys- 
tem," Jones said. "A finer 
grading system provides 
advisers, as well as poten- 
tial employers and gradu- 
ate schools more informa- 
tion about the given stu- 
dent's abilities in a particu- 
lar course." 
Jones and his committee 
also believe it would 
increase work levels in stu- 
dents. 
"The availability of 
plus/minus grades may 
encourage students to sus- 
tain a positive work ethic 
throughout the entire 
semester and, hence, learn 
more in their course work," 
Jones said. 
Under the current sys- 
tem, Jones said, it is hard 
to change one's grade as 
the semester continues. 
The more finely tuned sys- 
tem would allow a change 
from a "B-" to a "B" or a 
"B" to a "B+" more easily 
than jumping a whole letter 
grade. 
And Jones feels "a 12- 
point grading system may 
diminish the effect of the 
inflationary trend in under- 
graduate grade point aver- 
age on campus." 
When the natural ten- 
dency to award borderline 
students a higher grade is 
brought into play with the 
plus/minus system, teach- 
ers will be making a much 
smaller leap. Instead of 
going from "B" to "A," 
teachers can go from "B" 
to "B+" or "B" to "A-." 
This decreases the 
amount of grade inflation 
and stress on faculty at 
Eastern. 
But Adam Back, presi- 
dent of Student Association, 
feels there are no positives 
that can come out of the 
new system. 
"This should be used as 
more of a last-resort-type 
option," he said. There are 
so many things the faculty 
could do instead to lower 
GPAs." 
Whether like it or hate it, 
the policy is coming into 
effect in fall 2000. 
New grading system puts 
students at disadvantage 
Coach McBrayer made 
maroon mean something 
A   t a time when most 
L\ Eastern students 
A. A.bl( '((1 blue instead of 
maroon, Paul McBrayer's 
death reminds us of the 
years when students cared 
about Eastern athletics. 
His coaching career 
marked some of the best 
years for Eastern men's 
basketball. 
McBrayer brought to 
Eastern what President 
Robert Kustra would call 
reputational currency. A 
reputation for doing some- 
thing well and McBrayer's 
athletes thought he did it 
not only well, but in 
the best way pos- 
sible. 
Eastern pro- 
fessor and for- 
mer McBrayer 
team member Jack Adams 
feels that way. 
"Can't beat him," Adams 
said. "Never be another one 
like him." 
In 1946, he started his 
career at Eastern with an 
almost all-freshman team 
that finished 
the season 
with a 21-4 
record. He 
quickly 
earned the 
respect of his 
players and 
the basket- 
ball commu- 
nity. 
Under his 
guidance 
the 
Maroons 
became a 
powerhouse, piling up 219 
wins in 16 seasons and 
becoming a contender at a 
national level. 
His teams won two 
OVC championships 
and had two appear- 
ances in the NCAA 
"He demanded 
that wore were 
good students. 
Our grade cards 
went to Mm 
before we got 
them. 
Russel Roberts, 
McBrayer alumnus 
9> 
tournament. 
While piling up all those 
wins McBrayer didn't lose 
sight of the importance of 
academics over athletics. 
He stressed the need for 
excellence in the classroom 
as well as on the hardwood. 
The fact that 
A plus/minus grading 
system actually was 
passed at Eastern in 
February 1993. President 
Robert Kustra wants to 
implement it now in order 
to combat grade inflation on 
campus. 
Not everyone agrees the 
plan is completely positive 
for all parties involved 
including faculty, students 
and administrators. 
Across campus, students 
are grumbling about the 
new system creating a drop 
in grade point averages, fac- 
ulty are wondering how to 
go about grading papers 
once the new system is in 
place and administrators are 
worried about a revolt from 
students, teachers or both. 
^ Adam Back, president of 
Student Association, said 
students will lose with the 
new grade plan. 
He said the attempt to 
deflate grade inflation 
would hurt students who 
need to maintain % mini- 
mum GPA in order to keep 
a scholarship, play sports 
or make the Dean's List. 
"From a student's per- 
spective, the current system 
is fair and adequately serves 
its purpose," Back said. 
He also pointed out that 
no other universities in 
Kentucky use the 
plus/minus system. This 
would place students at a 
disadvantage if they wanted 
to transfer or look into 
graduate schools. 
Eastern students would 
have lower GPAs than other 
students when they enter the 
job market or go on to get 
master's degrees because of 
the university's attempt to 
Jhe Eastern 
lower grade inflation. 
Back said he spoke with 
faculty at the University of 
Kentucky, which had a 
plus/minus system for a 
short time and then did 
away with it. 
Professors had problems 
with exactly how to grade 
under the new system. 
"For instance, there was 
some question about how 
precise professors could be 
in their grading policy," 
Back said. "It is difficult 
enough to determine an 'A' 
paper from a 'B' paper with- 
out adding all the 
plus/minus stipulations. 
"Further, there was 
debate about the inclusion 
of an 'A+' grade. Some fac- 
ulty feel that there should 
be a reward for those who 
do exceptionally well since 
there is a penalty for those 
who are borderline 'A'/'B,'" 
he added. 
Faculty members, when 
the system was discussed 
at Faculty Senate meetings, 
had some similar problems. 
Most majors require a 
grade of "C" in all major 
classes in order to gradu- 
ate. Does that mean "C-" or 
"C+"orjust"C?" 
And while most faculty 
see grade inflation as a defi- 
nite problem at Eastern, 
they do not all agree that the 
plus/minus system is the 
way to fix it as seen at the 
Faculty Senate meetings 
where many hours of debate 
tabled the topic twice. 
But even though mem- 
bers of the university com- 
munity have problems with 
the system, it will begin in 
fall 2000. 
only one of 
McBrayer's 
lettermen 
failed to get 
his degree is 
testament to 
his emphasis 
on education. 
"He taught 
you how to 
do things the 
right way." 
said Russel 
Roberts, a 
guard for 
McBrayer for four seasons. 
"He demanded that we 
were good students. Our 
grade cards went to him 
before we got them." 
He took on the responsi- 
bility to mold his players 
into good citizens by 
drilling discipline and work 
ethic into them. 
He left an indelible mark 
on the lives of young people 
who still meet once a year 
to celebrate his coaching 
career. 
So the next time you walk 
into McBrayer Arena take a 
moment and remember the 
Eastern legend it honors. 
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The Eastern Progress 
is under new management 
Ah/sea Bramlage. a sen- 
ior journalism major from 
Ft. Wright, and Don 
Knight, a senior journal- 
ism major from Richmond. 
will be editor and manag- 
ing editor respectively. 
Bramlage has been with 
the Progress as arts editor, 
copy editor, news editor and 
managing editor. 
She has held internships 
with the Northern Kentucky 
Recorders and the 
Georgetown News-lkaphic. 
Knight has been on 
staff as photo editor and 
held internships with the 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
and the Citizen Voice and 
Times in Irvine. 
The two will share 
duties including design and 
layout of the Perspective 
and News sections, and 
managing the staff. 
Brian Simms, editor last 
semester, has moved to a 
position as visual editor 
along with a design intern- 
ship with the Herald-Leader. 
Where to find us 
►The Eastern Progress is located just off 
Lancaster Avenue in the Donovan Annex on the 
west side of Alumni Coliseum. 
Richmond/ 
EKU Campus 
I 
Po)lc«>o«? 
► How to roach us 
Phone:(606)622-1881   I   E-Mail: progressOacs eku edu I Fax: (606) 622-2354 
To report a news story or 622-1882 
Denza Tackett, 622-1872 
Features 
StaciReid, 622-1872 
Activities 
Nicole Johnson or Daniel Bruce 
ArtsaEntertilnrnent 
Paul Fletcher, 622-1882 
Sports 
Shane Walters, 622-1882 
To plate* an ad 
Lee Potter, 622-1489 
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School is perfect place to find career 
ALYSSABRAMIAGE 
S*v*n and One 
Alyssa 
Bramlage is a 
senior journal- 
ism major 
from Ft. Wright 
and editor of 
the Progress. 
After seven semesters as a jour- 
nalism major at Eastern, I am 
on the brink of graduation. 
Come May, I will have something to 
show for all of my hard work. 
Filing for internships and jobs in 
preparation for my emergence into 
the real world has caused plenty of 
headaches, but it has also made me 
realize why I went through four years 
of college. 
I've realized why any of us go 
through with our education even if 
it means getting a job during the 
semester or expanding our resumes 
with extra curricular activities. 
I found something that I like 
doing. I found a job that offers some- 
thing new and interesting everyday. 
Sure, journalism is hard, stressful, 
demanding, time consuming, etc., etc. 
But when the day is done, I don't 
know what I'd do without this job. 
Even though no one really appreci- 
ates exactly how much work goes 
into just one story, I thrive on the dif- 
ficulty of a job. 
I love challenges, and the challenge 
of researching, reporting and writing 
the perfect story while maintaining 
my credibility and the esteem of oth- 
ers is one of the toughest I could find. 
When I first started working at the 
Progress, I didn't think I would have 
time to do it all. Trying to write three 
stories a week while attending classes 
was overwhelming. 
Now that I have significantly more 
responsibilities, including managing 
and designingjhe paper, I don't know 
what I would do if I didn't have my job. 
My day would be empty and com- 
pletely free of stress, which means 
Journalism is all about 
people — keeping 
them informed and 
entertained as well as 
being our job's focus. 
I'm not productive. If I don't have a lit- 
tle bit of pressure, I feel I haven't 
accomplished anything. 
The deadline is no longer my 
nemesis, it is my partner. I use the 
deadline to my advantage, using it to 
plan my day and keep myself on track. 
But more than pressure, headaches 
and deadlines, there is personal rela- 
tionships. That's what I think of when 
I think of journalists — a reporter who 
checks her "contacts" before doing 
anything else with a story. 
I think of someone who can buddy 
up to a cop to get the skinny on a 
murder one minute, and in the next, 
walk into a posh restaurant and sit 
down with the president of a huge 
corporation. 
A reporter needs to know how to 
handle all types of people, how to play 
them to get the information she 
needs without destroying a relation- 
ship with a future source. 
Journalism is all about people — 
keeping them informed and enter- 
tained as well as being our job's focus. 
People can get the information 
newspapers provide from somewhere 
else like television, the Internet and 
word of mouth. The challenge is get- 
ting them to want to read the informa- 
tion in the newspaper and nowhere 
else. That's where I come in. 
I have the ability to make the 
newspaper the hottest thing to hit the 
kitchen table since frozen waffles or 
toaster pastries. Through my innova- 
tions in writing and my catchy head- 
lines, I can make people rub the 
sleep out of their eyes or choke on 
their first gulp of orange juice. 
By staying on top of a story and 
offering more than the superficial 8- 
inch report, I can keep people reading 
an in-depth investigation clear through 
the jump to another page and, maybe, 
miraculously all the way to the end. 
I know these may be delusions of 
grandeur, but the freshness and ener- 
gy that comes with youth is what 
newspapers need to spark a change 
in reading habits. Readers need to 
realize the folly of putting down the 
paper before they've read every last 
syllable. 
New Year's Resolutions 
End millennium by helping instead of just talking 
NICOLE JOHNSON 
My Turn 
Nicole 
Johnson is a 
senior biology 
major from 
Irvine and 
activities co- 
editor of the 
Progress. 
Another year has come and gone in a 
blur of parties, too much candy and 
trite decorations. 
The relentless pulse of Prince's "...And 
tonight I'm gonna party like it's 1999..." 
plays in the background of discussions 
about the end of the world by some "mil- 
lennialists" and talks about* diets by peo- 
ple who made New Year's resolutions. 
These are strange, strange times aren't 
they? 
Shoving aside all the hoopla and hype, I 
can think of no better time than the coming 
of the millennium to sit down and really 
think about life. 
Prioritize. Evaluate. Deliberate. (Is any- 
one else having 1NXS video flashbacks?) 
Anyway, life is here. It is happening as 
we speak, passing us by. We need to make 
the most of it. 
Having said that, I am carefully consid- 
ering what exactly constitutes a rich life. I 
don't have all the answers, but at least I 
have a clue. 
I was having a conversation with one of 
my friends, and I realized everyone is not 
as fortunate as I am. 
I shared an important secret with my 
friend, a secret I will share with you. Shh... 
The really important things in life are not 
the ones we cherish so much. 
Treasured items such as cool clothes, a 
nice car and money in the pocket are nice, 
but not really what matters. 
Yes, as overused, overexposed and tired 
as the idea is, it is still true — life is about 
helping others and generosity. 
Life is about doing good deeds, or not 
doing them as the case may be. 
Maybe you are like my friend who 
insists she cares deeply. 
Her words "I care" rang hollow to me. 
I told her that maybe she does care, 
maybe she even cares more than the aver- 
age person does, but just caring doesn't do 
any good. Caring doesn't help a soul. 
What good is caring when there is no 
action to back it up? 
It's nobler, or at least honest, not to care 
about something and ignore it rather than 
say you care about something and still turn 
your back on it. 
Because then not only are you still not 
helping anyone, but you are also a cold liar 
and a tease. 
These words and thoughts are harsh. I 
realize this. But I get tired of people spoon- 
feeding me their crap and expecting me to 
smile and act like it tastes like chocolate 
pudding. 
It doesn't. It stinks. I know it, and you 
know it. Don't pretend. No one is fooled. 
Make your life rich. Put your money where 
your mouth is and do something. Discover the 
benefits of helping those who need you. 
There are battered women, abused chil- 
dren, forgotten pets and neglected seniors 
who need your help. 
Your help - not your words, not your car- 
ing, not your crap, but your help. 
If the "millennialists" are right and the 
end of the world is coming, then you don't 
have much time. 
Oregon courts could push 
freedom down slippery slope 
DON KNIGHT 
Gone Fish in' 
Don Knight is 
a senior jour- 
nalism major 
from 
Richmond and 
managing 
editor of the 
Progress. 
You no longer need to make a large 
investment to publish your ideas. 
You can do it cheaply and quickly on 
the Internet. 
But just how far can you go before you 
cross the line between the first amend- 
ment and encouraging murder? 
An Oregon court is going to try and 
answer that question. 
Last week. Planned Parenthood took 
the creators of The Nuremberg Files web 
page to court, accusing the site of encour- 
aging violence against doctors who per- 
form abortions. 
Being a journalist, I'm always interested 
in freedom of speech issues so I decided 
to check out The Nuremberg Files at 
<www.christiangallery.com/atrocity > for 
myself. 
The pages are a gruesome sight with 
pictures of aborted fetuses and animations 
of dripping blood. It was all I could do to 
navigate through the site so I could decide 
for myself if this was free speech or a call to 
violence. 
Neal Horsley, the creator of the site, 
claims the Nuremberg trials of Nazis 
after World War II would have been 
more successful had there been a data- 
base of information available to the 
courts. 
The purpose of The Nuremberg Files 
site according to Horsley, is to create such 
a database on doctors who perform abor- 
tions so they can be tried in Nuremberg 
style for crimes against humanity if abor- 
tion is outlawed. 
Horsley asks for anti-abortion activists 
to send him as much information as they 
can on doctors performing abortions 
around the country. 
A few of the files are published in their 
entirety on the site, but most are being kept 
in a safe place according to Horsley. The 
files include everything from the doctor's 
social security number to the names of his 
or her children. 
One part of the site in particular has 
received much attention. It is the listing of 
the names of all the doctors on file. 
Scattered throughout the list are 
names shaded in gray to symbolize doc- . 
tors who have been wounded while the 
names of doctors who have been killed 
are crossed out like celery off a grocery 
list. 
The site attracted a lot of attention back 
in October when Barnett Slepian, an abor- 
tion doctor in Buffalo, N.Y, was shot and 
killed in his kitchen by a sniper. 
His name was crossed off the list of abor- 
tion doctors within hours of his death. 
I don't share Horsley's views and the 
gruesome nature of his site turned my 
stomach. 
But it didn't make me commit acts of 
violence, and I don't feel the site should be 
censored. 
Once we start down the slippery slope 
of censorship it is hard to stop. 
Impeachment witch hunt is wrong, f 
but president is hard to stand by 
JAMES BECK 
YourTum 
James Beck is 
a senior biolo- 
gy major from 
Hickman 
County. 
In the last year I have observed the 
American political process at one of its 
lowest points. 
Unable to make considerable progress 
on its political agenda, one party of our 
government has turned to the polarized 
"moral siege mentality," which has consis- 
tently mobilized its conservative voting 
core. 
Make no mistake, the events of the past 
year have been a simple political attack and 
defense. The extent to which it has been 
carried is a result of the Republican vision 
of political endgame. 
As Whitewater, Chinese businessmen 
and Vince Foster slipped through their fin- 
gers, the right-wing cries to bring Bill 
Clinton's head to them on a silver platter 
grew stronger. 
Having read this, I am sure the reader is 
imagining yet another idealistic Democrat 
writing his or her obligatory sound byte by 
the candlelight of the J.F.K. shrine in the 
corner of his or her apartment. 
Let me assure you I am no partisan 
envelope stuffer, but I must admit I find the 
arguments made by my Democratic friends 
and colleagues more compelling than the 
blind Constitution-waving ones offered by 
many Republicans I know. 
Little by little, I become convinced that 
impeachment is the wrong course, but one 
facet of many of the president's supporters' 
arguments always rings hollow. 
Many argue that not only do the presi- 
dent's private wrongs have nothing to do 
with his ability to head the nation, but also 
that such errors should be disregarded 
when choosing leaders. 
I largely agree with the first point, but 
the latter always leaves me troubled and 
frustrated. I lack the philosophical surgical 
equipment necessary to safely and totally 
disconnect a leader's public and private 
dealings. 
I admit that when I consider the vicious 
partisan motives behind the whole investi- 
gation I sometimes want to forget the 
whole matter, but as a hopeful young voter, 
I don't feel comfortable doing so. 
As a young American male who wishes 
to see the great disparities along racial, 
economic and gender lines in our country 
ended, I can't ignore the president's behav- 
ior. 
As part of its Democratic mandate, this 
country must be a place where women are 
treated as unequivocal equals. This effort 
must begin with respect for women. 
In surveying the American Political 
Landscape, I find little hope for this respect 
among the president's would-be 
Republican assassins. Their party largely 
appeals to a male-dominated group of vot- 
ers, who simply tolerate women as long as 
they cook, clean, keep good figures and do 
what they're told. 
In the light of the recent events howev- 
er, I also feel uneasy standing with the 
president's supporters, given the ease with 
which many disassociate his private life. 
I find it hard to put my hope for equality 
in a man who has publicly spoken for six 
years about opportunity and respect for 
women, while privately pawing young 
interns and repeatedly showing disrespect 
for his wife by breaking their marriage 
vows. 
As a supporter of censure, I can only 
hope that the language of such a resolution 
would be strong, reminding all Americans 
that we should expect our leaders to lead 
by example, not be hypocrites with the 
right bumper stickers. 
As for the Republicans, they will reap 
what they have sown. Their witch-hunt tac- 
tics have created a vindictive, self-destruc- 
tive atmosphere that will hang over our 
political process for years. 
This atmosphere will surely prompt 
more of their membership to join Rep. Bob 
Livingston in toasting a little political 
Jonestown Kool-Aid. 
► Campus Comments 
THE ISSUE 
Does anybody really keep their New Year's 
Resolutions? Jaquia Smith, news writer for the 
Progress, asked what resolutions students had last 
year, whether they kept them and for how long. 
Richmond 
Major 
Construction Technology 
fur Freshman 
Yes, I had the 
resolution to 
watch Raw is 
War every 
Monday 
night I 
watched it 
every Monday 
night 
UMOUNTFWCH 
To stop 
smoking 
cigarettes. I 
did stop this 
Jan. 1,1999. 
Hometown 
Louisville 
Major 
Psychology 
Year: Junior 
■M 
Hometown! 
Campbellsville 
Major 
Police administration 
Year: Junior 
v 
To travel, 
go places I 
have never 
been. I went 
to California, 
Texas, New 
York and 
Canada. 
You are invited to attend a concert 
in commemoration of 
Rev. / Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Monday, January 18,1999 at 8 p.m. in the 
Gifford Theater at Eastern Kentucky University. 
Mr. Brian M. Stratton, a tenor and native of 
New Orleans, who is in his twentieth year of 
professional singing will be in concert His musical 
selections will be inclusive of Creole music 
and music by African-American composers. 
He will be accompanied by 
Dr. Richard A. Crosby on the piano. 
This event is sponsored by 
the College of Arts and Humanities and 
the Office of Multicultural Student Services 
in collaboration with the Department of Music. 
■■■■■■■ 
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► News Briefs 
Quit smoking group 
started at hospital 
People who wish to quit smok- 
ing are invited to join a new group 
that began Jan. 7. Meetings are 
from 7 to 8 p.m. Thursdays in the 
first floor conference room at 
Pattie A. Clay Hospital. The group 
session is free, but advance regis- 
tration is requested. 
The University of Kentucky 
developed the program and it 
includes weekly support meetings 
for 24 weeks. Participants must 
provide their own nicotine gum or 
patches. The program is spon- 
sored by Pattie A. Clay Hospital, 
the Madison County Health 
Department and the American 
Cancer Society. For more infor- 
mation, call Sondra Cornett or 
Margaret Suters at 623-7312. 
All "A" Classic 
scheduled Jan. 27-31 
Eastern will be hosting the 
Kentucky All "A" Classic Jan. 27- 
31 in McBrayer Arena of Alumni 
Coliseum. On these days, parking 
in Alumni Coliseum lot will be on 
a first-come, first-serve basis for 
commuters and tournament 
guests. Games will run from 9 
a.m. to 11 p.m. Jan. 27-29, from 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. Jan. 30 and from 1 
to 3 p.m. Jan. 31. 
It is recommended that com- 
muters use other lots for parking, 
including Stratton, Perkins, 
Ashland, Begley, Carter, 
Lancaster and Van Hoose. The 
campus shuttle bus will follow the 
regular schedule. For more infor- 
mation call special programs at 
622-1224. 
College tuition 
assistance available 
College Bound supplies the 
public with over 700 different pri- 
vate scholarship sources. The list 
includes names, addresses, appli- 
cation deadlines, summaries 
about the scholarships and the 
amount the scholarship will pay. 
For more information on obtain- 
ing these scholarship lists, send a 
self-addressed stamped envelope 
► Police Beat 
to The U.S. Commission for 
Scholastic Assistance, P.O. Box 
668. OTallon.IL 62269. 
FYI, Faculty Bulletin 
now E Mail 
This week is the first week of 
E Mail, the new campus publica- 
tion. The publication is a combina- 
tion of FYI and Faculty Bulletin 
and is distributed to residence 
halls weekly. Comments and SUH 
gestions may be sent to Division 
of Public Relations. Jones Room 
308, CPO 7A 
Positions open for 
Alumni Phonathon 
Phonathon representatives are 
needed for institutional work on 
campus. Students must be full- 
time undergraduate or graduate 
students and not on academic or 
social probation. They must be 
able to work two or three nights a 
week, from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
Sunday-Thursday. The job runs 
from Jan. 19 to March 4. To 
schedule an interview or for more 
information, call 622-6290. 
Scholarship available 
to Pre-Med students 
Applications are being taken 
for the Meredith J. Cox 
Scholarship. Students must have 
a 3.0 G-PA and must be a sopho- 
more or junior. Applications may 
be obtained from J. 
Meisenheimer in Moore 339 
Application deadline is Jan. 27. 
Army scholarships 
available 
An Army ROTC scholarship is 
available for students who are 
ROTC members or non-members. 
Scholarships are awarded before 
June 1. 
Army Reserve scholarships 
are available to sophomores who 
have four semesters remaining 
for their bachelors degree, a GPA 
of 2.5 and a desire to serve as a 
commissioned officer. Deadline is 
Compiled by Dena Tackett ■ 
\pril 15. 
For more information on either 
scholarship, call 622-1215 or 622- 
1205. 
Tutors needed for 
spring semester 
Tutors are needed for biology 
and chemistry. Applicants must 
have completed 30 hours and 
have a GPA of 2.75. Pay is $6 per 
hour. For more information, call 
622-1047 or visit the Turley 
House, second floor. 
Women's Issues 
writing competition 
A $100 cash award is offered to 
the student for the best paper 
written on contemporary issues 
relating to women or women's 
history and/or literature. Deliver 
papers to Case Annex Room 157 
by March 5. 
Judges needed for 
FBLA competition 
Judges are needed for the 
FBLA Spring Conference 
Competition. For more informa- 
tion, call 622-1091 or 622-1409 or 
e-mail <busfishe@acs.eku.edu>. 
Aerobics classes 
offered 
Aerobics classes are offered 
from 5 to 6 p.m. Monday- 
Thursday in F.M. Burke Wellness 
Center. Twelve classes for $5. For 
more information, call 622-1694. 
Writing/Reading 
Center has new hours 
The Writing/Reading Center 
will be open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Mondays-Thursdays and 8 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. Fridays in Case Annex 
Room 173. Tutoring services are 
available 4 to 7 p.m. Sundays in 
Crabbe Library lobby. Walk-ins 
welcome. For appointments, call 
622-6191. 
► Progress Classifieds 
HELP WANTED... 
TYPWGkUATAENTRY 
$6-$10 par hour depending on typing 
speed and accuracy. Minimum speed 
45 wpm. Job description: Entering stu- 
dent names and addresses from nomi- 
nation lorms submitted by teachers, 
counselors andAx professors. Part-time 
or full-time mornings, afternoons, 
evenings, weekdays andAx weekends. 
Rexbte schedules, work upto 40 hours 
par week. Create your own schedule 
according to your availability Apply in 
person at 2570 PaJumbo Dr., Lexing- 
ton. Monday through Friday 830 am 
to 430 pm. 
REGISTRATION STAFF 
$6-$8 per hour. Job description: To reg- 
ister students in the Academy by pro- 
cessing their nominations and appfca 
tons Mornings, afternoons, evenings, 
weekdays and/or weekends. Ftaxbte 
schedule. Work up to 40 hours per 
week. Create your own schedule 
according to you availability. Apply in 
person at 2570 Palumbo Dr., Lexing- 
ton. Monday through Friday 830 am. 
to 430 pm. 
PROOFREAONQ 
$6 $8 per hour. Each person is paid 
according to an incentive program. Job 
description: Compare nrxninatai forms 
from teachers arid prof essors to a com- 
puter terminal for accuracy of speling 
and correct address. Part-time or ful- 
time, mornings, afternoons, evenings, 
weekdays andAx weekends. Flexbie 
schedules. Work up to 40 hours per 
week. Create your own schedule 
according to your availability. Prefer 2 
years of college. Apply in person at 
2570 Palumbo Dr.. Lexington. Monday 
through Friday 830 am. to 530 p.m. 
FREE RADIO * $12501 Fundraiser 
open to student groups 4 organiza- 
tions. Earn $3-$5 per Vsa>MC app We 
supply al materials at no cost Call for 
info or visit our website. Qualified callers 
receive a FREE Baby Boom Box. Cal 
1-800-932-0528 exL 65 
www.ocnxonoapts.com 
These reports have been filed 
with Eastern's division of pub- 
lic safety. The Progress had 
not published these reports 
before the semester break. 
Dec. 2 
John A. Witherite. 20. Pineville, 
was arrested and charged with 
his 1st offense of driving under 
the influence, failure to illuminate 
headlights, possession of alcohol 
by a minor, possession of marijua- 
na and possession of drug para- 
phernalia. 
Dec. 1 
Sullivan McCurdy. 33. reported 
someone had bent the Citizen's 
band radio antenna on his car while 
it was parked in the Mattox Lot. 
John Roberts. Foster Building, 
reported a secretary at the Foster 
Building received a phone call 
from an anonymous male who 
said there was a bomb on the 
third floor of the building sched- 
uled to go off at 4 p.m. Public- 
safety director Tom Lindquist and 
assistant director Wynn Walker 
responded to the scene to con- 
duct a search, but no bomb was 
found. 
Nov. 30 
Melisa Nolan, Combs Building, 
reported a grass fire at Combs 
Building. 
Steven Rauch, Brockton, report- 
ed a fight in the 800 area of 
Brockton. The two fighting were 
brothers, and in police reports 
public safety said both appeared to 
be under the influence of alcohol. 
Nov. 27 
Antonio Marroquin IV, 20, 
Pixel, Calif., was arrested and 
charged with speeding, driving 
without a license, driving without 
insurance and his 1st offense of 
driving under the influence. 
Ryan K. Norvell. 18, Keene 
Hall, reported his vehicle was 
damaged while parked in the 
Keene Hall Lot. When the officer 
arrived at the lot. four other can 
were found damaged. It was 
determined that a jar of spaghetti 
sauce was thrown from the upper 
floor of Keene Hall, breaking win- 
dows in two cars and spattering 
sauce on three others. 
Nov. 23 
Ronald B. Isaacs, Campbell 
Building, reported a theft of a 
drill and various oil paints. 
Susan Feldhaus. 19. Martin 
Hall, reported her vehicle was 
broken into and the radio/cas- 
sette player stolen while parked 
in the Lancaster Lot. 
Nov. 21 
Holly Ball. 22, Brockton, report- 
ed her apartment was broken 
into. 
Donovan   R.   Homines, 22. 
South Holland, III., was arrested 
and charged with alcohol intoxi- 
cation. 
John W. Vanwinkle. 18. McKee. 
was arrested and charged with 
speeding, operating a vehicle on a 
suspended driver's license, posses- 
sion of a suspended driver's license 
and possession of marijuana. 
Nov. 20 
Larry Wendell. 18. Keene Hall, 
reported his bicycle stolen when 
it was left unlocked outside of 
Keene Hall. 
Clayton L. 1 la.din. 18. O'Donmll 
Hall, reported a pair of hiking 
boots stolen from his room. 
Rodney G. Hall. 30, Richmond, 
was arrested and charged with 
alcohol intoxication and ixjssession 
of a suspended operator's license. 
Nicholas J. Sharp. 22, Danville, 
was arrested and charged with 
his 1st offense of driving under 
the influence, speeding, making 
an improper turn and failure lo 
produce a registration receipt. 
Kenneth Dale Smith, 27. Kerne 
Hall, was arrested and charged 
with alcohol intoxication and pos- 
session of marijuana. 
Nov. 19 
Lagonda Tackett. Walters Hall, 
reported a vehicle beinn damaged 
while it was parked on University 
Drive. Four male subjects were 
arrested and charged with alcohol 
intoxication after being positively 
identified as the subjects who 
damaged the vehicle. 
Timothy B. Fackler Jr.. 20. 
Palmer Hall, was arrested and 
charged with alcohol intoxication 
and disorderly conduct. 
Jeremy Price, 19, Palmer Hall, 
was arrested and charged with 
alcohol intoxication. 
Bryan      Alan      Ross.     18, 
Commonwealth Hall, was arrest- 
ed and charged with alcohol intox- 
ication and disorderly conduct. 
Daniel Summers.       19, 
Commonwealth Hall, was arrest 
ed and charged with alcohol 
intoxication. 
Two separate women reported an 
individual had exposed himself to 
them while they were parking their 
cars in the Alumni Coliseum Lot. 
Compiled by Shawn Hopkins 
Nov. 17 
Leanna N. Ward, 19. Combs Hall, 
reported a moneybag and wallet 
stolen from her locked dorm room. 
Nov. 16 
Tommy N. Lunsford, 18, 
Evarts. was arrested and charged 
with possession of marijuana. 
Tyrone Hopson, 22, O'Donnell 
Hall, reported money stolen from 
his locked dorm room. 
Nov. 15 
Charles E. Bowling. 24. Berea, 
was arrested and charged with 
violation of a Kentucky domestic 
violence order. 
Robert R. Easland Jr.. 23. 
Richmond, was arrested and 
charged with violation of a 
Kentucky domestic violence order. 
Nov. 14 
Jerel D. Smith. 21, Berea, was 
arrested and charged with alco- 
hol intoxication. 
James M. Smith, 19, Berea, was 
arrested and charged with driving 
the wrong way on a one-way 
street, driving on a beginner's 
permit without supervision of a 
licensed operator and driving 
under the influence. 
Nov. 13 
John Zahrt. 18, Keene Hall, 
reported a package stolen from 
the Keene Hall mailrootn. 
Jonathon S. Bowling, 19, 
Hyden, was arrested and charged 
with alcohol intoxication. 
Nov. 12 
Richard Carr, 28, Richmond, 
reported his bicycle stolen. The 
bicycle was chained to a handrail 
outside of Powell Building. 
Treves   C.    Upchurch,   20, 
Monticello, was arrested and 
charged with operating a vehicle 
on a suspended driver's license, 
possession of a suspended dri- 
ver's license and possession of 
alcohol by a minor. 
Nov. 3 
Kenneth A. Morris. Stratton 
Building, reported his nylon gun 
belt stolen from the M.A.R.C. 
Training office in the Stratton gym- 
nasium. Several items on the belt 
included one pair of Smith-Wesson 
handcuffs, one handcuff key. one 
gun holster, one double magazine 
case, one handcuff case, four belt 
keepers, one first aid pouch and one 
Smith-Wesson .45 red gun. Frank 
Kubala. a DOJCT instructor, had 
three handcuff keys stolen from his 
gun belt from the same location. 
Accounting Interns Four positions 
available for Juraor/Senkx accounting 
majors. Accounting for Income Taxes. 
Richmond Hours: Morning, afternoon 
or evening. Send your name, address, 
telephone number & hours available. 
Fax: 606-879-0219; EMAIL: 
gtc@lex.infi.nel 
nseponatits non amuher needed to 
transport two children (ages 9 and 11) 
home from school, help with home- 
work, pack lunches, wasrvfoU laundry, 
do light hcosekeronc/ocoking and pro 
vide guidance a id supervision tor 1-3 
firs per day (8-12 hrs per week). Must 
be avaiabto 2:45 p.m. - 5:45 p.m. Mon- 
day-Friday. $650-$7Ax tor hardworking 
person. Cal Erin at 626-0392 after 6 
pm. to apply. References required. 
TRAVEL- 
SPRING BREAK 1999!!! Sunchase 
Tours needs Campus Organizers1 
Travel Free! Earn Cash! 18 years expe- 
rience 1-888-SUNCHASE ext 123 
Spring Break Bahamas Party 
Cruise! 5 Days $279! Includes Meals 
& Free Parties! Awesome Beaches, 
NightBe! Departs from Florida! Cancun 
& Jamaica $399! 
spflngbreaktravel.com 1-80O57&6386 
Spring Break Panama City $129! 
Boardwa* Room w/KKchen next to 
dubsl 7 Parties-Free Drinks! Daytona 
$149! South Beach $129! Cocoa 
Beach $149! 
springbreaktravelcom 1-80O578-6386 
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY 
BEACH! 'SUMMIT Luxury Condoe 
next to Spinnaker Club. Owner Dis- 
count Rates (404) 355-9637. 
FOR RENT... 
One, two and three bedroom apart- 
manta and town houaee. Cal Hager 
Rental at 623*482. 
MISC... 
Start your own IraHmtyi Zeta Beta 
Tau is looking tor men to start a new 
chapter. I you are interested in acade- 
mic success, a chance to network and 
an opportunity to make friends in a non- 
pledging brotherhood, cal Mike Simon 
at (317) 334-1898 or e-mail: 
zbt@zbtnatbriai.oig 
Classifieds 
$2 for 10 words. $4 for 20 words, 
etc. Place your ad with us for the 
next issue. Call 622-1881 before 
noon Monday. 
WIN  \ I Kl I SWI AISHIKI 
rirstmtaw 
Be the first to come down to 
/irst gear and answer the 
question correctly. 
I aomd on tin- coma "t i ir>r and M iln 
What breed of dog does 
EKU president, Bob 
Kustra, own? 
Last week's answer Clarence 
Last week's winner  l.ora Snider 
( One win per customer, per semester I 
2 out of 2 
Italians 
surveyed 
say pasta 
eaters 
make better 
lovers. 
Madison 
(iaraen 
152 Madison Ave. 623-9720 
■$5 0FF 
Your Next 
J Payday Advance 
Some restnclons apply 
$100 minimum transaction 
One pef visit win coupon only 
Expires 3/1/99 
— — — «■■•■■ tm wwal 
University Shopping Cenlti 
Near Social Security OMica 
623-1199 
Progress 
EKU's other 
Thursday 
tradition! 
® 
Campus Special 
Large One Topping 
Only $6.99* 
Over $225 of Papa John's Pizza 
For only $19.99 
Call 1-800-775-1975 
624-2828 
455 Eastern ByPass 
Campus delivery only 
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A home of their own 
The proposal lor Greek Row may 
give Eastern's fraternities and 
sororities six houses located on 
Hall Drive behind Keene Hall 
dormitory. 
Proposal puts Greek Row one step closer 
Amy Campbell/Progress 
BY DENA TACKETT  
News Editor 
Many Greeks have a different 
set of letters on their minds than 
on their T-shirts. 
These letters date back before 
the Betas. Alphas. Epsilons and 
the Deltas. 
They symbolize a struggle as 
old as the university. A dream 
unrealized until now. Those let- 
ters? GREEK- ROW. 
"I think frat houses will be a 
reality," said Tom Myers, vice 
president for student affairs. 
Activities/wellness center 
goes before regents Saturday 
BY DENA TACKETT 
News editor 
When President Robert Kustra 
addressed the faculty and staff for 
the first time Aug. 17, he 
expressed his interest in putting 
the students first. One fault he 
pointed out was the wellness cen- 
ter, which is now under construc- 
tion. 
Kustra felt that the building 
was not for the entire student 
body. 
"Excuse me, that's a training 
center, and that's not for every- 
one," he told the excited crowd. 
"Some time in the future we need 
to plan a center that is a meeting 
place for staff, faculty and stu- 
dents and will improve student 
culture." 
That time is now. 
"Kustra really has a commit- 
ment in this area," said Tom 
Myers, vice president for student 
affairs. Myers traveled to Middle 
Tennessee State University and 
Mississippi State University over 
the Christmas break to look at 
how they built their new student 
wellness centers. 
"I have heard him say many 
times that a wellness center 
would really bring the campus 
together," Myers said. "What was 
funny was that I heard that twice 
on this trip. That made a big 
impression on me." 
Myers spoke with the vice 
presidents of student affairs at 
both colleges to see what they 
found effective and what they 
would change about their centers. 
Student Association has had a 
hand in trying to get a facility for 
the students since last spring. 
The health and wellness ad 
hoc committee submitted a pro- 
posal last spring, suggesting what 
would be included in the activity 
center. 
The committee also evaluated 
the existing facilities'*to see if 
some attempt of renovation would 
compensate. 
The committee found the facili- 
ties to be inadequate for the num- 
ber of students enrolled in the 
university. 
MacSwords also believes a stu- 
dent wellness center would bring 
the campus together. 
"We are looked at as a "suitcase 
school," but if we had this well- 
ness center, it would create a 
landslide effect," MacSwords 
said. "If more people stay on cam- 
pus, we would get all kinds of 
things, like groceries in the book- 
store and being able to use our 
Colonel Cards in the Coke 
machines." 
As for funding, MacSwords 
said the university submits a list 
of the top priority buildings it 
would like to build to the legisla- 
ture, and she hopes and believes 
the student activity center will be 
the No. 1 priority this year. 
The Board of Regents will dis- 
cuss the proposal at its meeting 
Saturday, but no official action 
will be taken until the February 
retreat. 
Welcome Back Students! 
Remember 
toneworth 
>hirt Co. 
for your custom embroidery needs! 
Richmond Mall 623-6852 
Tattoos Body Piercing by Brandy 
"Our work is our best advertisement!" 
120 S. Second St 624-0255 
COMPACT 
DISCS m 
TAPES: 
[we pay cash for your cds and tapes] 
pCSteri suckers 
t-itorti 
WHERE YOUR MUSIC MATTERS 
President Robert Kustra author- 
ized Myers to visit Middle 
Tennessee State University and the 
University of Southern Alabama 
over the Christmas break. Both are 
in the process of building Greek 
housing on campus. 
"It was probably one of the 
best things I've done professional- 
ly," Myers said. "It was a very 
valuable experience." 
The trip was to not only take a 
look at the use of space for the 
housing each university used, but 
to learn more about how the proj- 
ects are funded. 
Both universities are building 
the houses by issuing bonds to 
pay for the construction and 
development and then leasing 
them to the fraternities and soror- 
ities. 
Myers, Earl Baldwin, vice 
president for financial affairs 
and treasurer, and Skip 
Daugherty, dean of student 
development, drafted a proposal, 
which the Board of Regents will 
discuss at its meeting Saturday. 
Myers said Eastern is about a 
year away from being able to 
start on it. 
Andrew Patterson/Progress 
Bloodline 
Freshman Nicole Harris gives blood during the Battle for Blood 
between Eastern and Morehead State this week in Powell lobby. 
EKU steak and cheesecake 
lovers come to... 
iCABCE ^ TEADC & CHI 
HffigHHHtW<4IHW4l)lll)lllllllllllllll ffm 
Free 16 oz. drink 
with every combo! 
Present valid EKU  I.D. 
Richmond Mall 623-6009 
Had MONO --^ 
Recently? 
Sick of being sick? 
This will make you feel better! 
If you've had mono in the 
last 30 days, you could get 
$50 for donaling plasma. 
Call 624-9815 
or stop by 
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS gK 
[-(flpplebee's) 
Buy one entree 
get a FREE 
appetizer! 
Exp. 2/14/99 
New Happy Hours 
3 p.m.-7 p.m. 10 p.m.-close 
1/2 off Appetizers 
$1 off mix drinks, bottle beer, and wine 
$1 Draft and $2 Brewtus 
624-1224 Eastern Bypass 
Mon - Sat. 11 a.m. - Midnight Sun. 11 a.m. -11 p.m. 
The proposal is to sell bonds to 
build at least six houses on Hall 
Drive behind Keene Hall. Then- 
is enough space for up to 13 hous- 
es there, Myers said. 
"We have determined that a 
house with 20 residents would 
cost no more than a half million 
dollars." Myers said. 
Myers said the university 
wants to make maximum usage of 
space, with each house containing 
multiple bedrooms, a recreation- 
al/meeting room, laundry facili- 
ties, a kitchen and an apartment 
for the house manager. 
"We also wanted to be wired 
for the best technological 
advances possible." Myers said "I 
think you just have to do that." 
Myers visited the University of 
Southern Alabama because Kustra 
wanted him to look at a Greek 
Row the size and price range of 
what Eastern would build. 
Myers said Alabama's use of 
space impressed him. 
"One thing they found at South 
Alabama is that the sororities 
were interested, too." Myers said. 
"We can do both here. If sorori- 
ties want to be part of it. they 
could be part of it." 
Tentative timetable set for 
student services center 
First stage to be completed by February 
BY DEN* TACKETT 
News Editor 
O'Donnell Hall is set to be torn 
down next winter to make way for 
a new student services building. 
The planning committee for the 
new student services center met 
Jan. 7 to discuss 
the design of the 
building and the 
timetable for 
construction. 
Construction 
is scheduled to 
begin in 
February of 
2000. said James 
Street, director 
of facilities serv- 
ices. The build- 
ing should  be    
completed    in 
September of 2001. 
"The schedule is tentative and 
subject to change," Street 
stressed. 
Since O'Donnell will be torn 
down during the fall semester, the 
question of what will happen to 
the mid-season football team is 
being raised. 
The decision will be made by 
March, when students renew 
housing contracts, about what to 
do with the team, said Tom Myers, 
vice president for student affairs. 
Myers said Jeff I-ong, athletics 
director, and Jeannette Crockett, 
dean of student life, will make the 
decision. 
In addition to deciding upon a 
timetable for construction, the 
committee also discussed the 
design of the center. 
Street said that, as of now, the 
building will be five stories and 
would contain 
the o()()-seat 
auditorium, 
which was 
being discussed 
in December. 
Phase A of 
the project will 
be completed by 
this February, 
Street said. This 
phase includes 
an outlined doc- 
ument on the 
space assigned, 
the kind of mechanical systems 
which will be included in the 
building, such as heating units. 
and what budget will be allowed. 
"We keep changing the 
approach as we go along," Street 
said. "We are still going over the 
design of the building. The design 
process is still in the beginning 
stages." 
The committee, which 
includes Street, Myers, Doug 
Whitlock. vice president of admin- 
istrative affairs and the architects, 
meets regularly to plan for the 
new center. 
"The design 
process is still in 
the beginning 
stages. 
James Street. 
Director of Facility 
Services 
INFORMAL 
BADMINTON 
LEAGUE 
Starts Friday, Jan. 15 
6:30 p.m.  - 9 p.m.  in Waaver Gym 
The Intramural Office is also sponsoring a ski trip to 
Perfect North on Jan. 29th. 
Basketball League sign-up deadline is Fri. Jan. 22 
Begley weight room hours are: 
Mon.-Fri. 11:45 a.m.-10 p.m. 
Sat.-Sun. 1 p.m.-10 p.m. 
Weaver and AC gym hours are: 
 Weekdays 6 p.m. - 10 p.m. 
is lookipg for... 
Photographers - 
shooting photos for the 
Progress on assignment. 
Copy Editor- 
responsible for editing all 
copy in the paper and super- 
vising proof-reading and 
corrections of proof sheets. 
inquire and apply at 
117 Donovan Annex 
622-1881 
www.progress.eku.edu 
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Cancellations, delays 
announced over air 
BY JAQOI* SMITH 
News writer 
Eastern students patiently 
waited as they listened to the 
radio and watched the local televi- 
sion station last winter to see if 
school would be closed or on a 
delay. 
"Last year Eastern delayed and 
canceled school an estimated six 
times because of the bad weath- 
er," said Rita Davis, acting vice 
president of academic affairs. 
Davis makes the decision tc 
cancel or delay classes. 
"School has primarily been 
called off for deep snow and ice 
that causes for really treacherous 
driving conditions," she said. 
She sends people driving in a 
50- to 60mile radius fi»m campus 
to determine whether driving con- 
ditions are dangerous. 
The decision is made with con- 
sideration to the safety of not only 
students, but faculty and staff who 
might be driving or commuting in 
the mornings. 
Day classes will be delayed or 
canceled by 6:30 a.m. and night 
classes by 4 p.m. 
In the event of bad weather, 
faculty, staff and students will 
hear either that classes are can- 
celed or that Eastern will be on its 
inclement weather plan. 
During this plan classes will be 
delayed for two hours and will last 
50 minutes instead of the usual 60 
minutes. 
Classes that start at 8 am. on the 
inclement weather plan would not 
start until 10 a.m. and would be dis- 
missed 50 minutes later at 10:50 
a.m. The next class period would 
start at 11 am. and let out at 11:50 
am. and the rest of the day contin- 
ues on that same pattern. 
Information about Eastern 
closing is available by watching 
local television news stations and 
by listening to local radio stations, 
such as WEKU-FM 88.9 or WXII 
Channel 60. 
VP: National search renewed 
From the Front Page 
"near-perfect fit" for the universi- 
ty, the candidates didn't possess 
everything needed for the job. 
"I don't know in one sen- 
tence if it is possible to high- 
light what the candidates didn't 
have," he said. "We wanted 
them to have the ability to apply 
the highest standard of academ- 
ic excellence to Eastern, and 
that ability is based on intellect, 
judgment and communi- 
cation skills. We need 
someone who is able to 
communicate that 
vision and implement it 
as well. 
That is a composite 
that is not easy to find, I 
admit" 
Doug Whitlock, chair 
of the search committee 
and vice president for 
administrative affairs, 
supported Kustra's deci- 
sion to renew the 
search, which he and 
the committee had 
spent months construct- 
ing. The committee 
began screening the over 100 
nationwide applications Oct. 5. 
"I don't think it's a matter of 
not liking one," Whitlock said. "In 
the terms of goodness of fit and 
all the qualities we were looking 
for at this institution at this time, 
we just felt we needed to reopen 
the search. 
These were all four excellent 
people, and we certainly don't 
mean to make a negative reflec- 
tion of any of them." 
Whitlock wasn't discouraged 
about the search being reopem-d 
This isn't the first time we've 
ever reopened a search here, and it 
certainly won't be the last," he said. 
Davis steps up as VP 
Davis, who was the associate 
vice president for academic 
affairs, took the reins as the chief 
academic officer Jan. 4. 
Davis said she doesn't know 
yet whether she will submit her 
name to the search, because she 
hasn't had enough time on the job 
to know. 
She also supports Kustra's 
decision to reopen the search. 
That was a call Dr. Kustra had 
to make," she said. "But he wants to 
find somebody who feels right. The 
candidates were four very qualified 
individuals and any of them could 
have been a good vice president, 
but he wanted to get someone he 
feels comfortable with." 
Davis now performs the duties 
expected of the appointed aca- 
demic officer, such as curriculum, 
faculty hiring, promotion, policies 
and academic policies. 
Russell Enzie 
will return to 
teaching 
psychology in 
fall 1999. 
Enzie takes sabbatical 
Enzie announced his decision 
to step down last summer. He will 
be returning to the classroom in 
the fall 1999 semester 
To get reacquainted with the 
world of psychology, Enzie took a 
sabbatical this semester. 
This semester is going to kind 
of be a professional development 
mode." Whitlock said. "He wants 
to get himself current with the 
discipline." 
Enzie. who has been in 
an administrative posi- 
tion for 26 of his 30 years 
in education, wanted to 
work more directly with 
students. 
In the fall, Enzie will be 
teaching predominantly 
introductory psychology 
courses,   said   Robert 
Adams, chair of the psy- 
chology department. 
Adams was Enzie's suc- 
cessor as chair of the 
department and says he 
looks forward to working 
with him. He said he was 
never able to, because 
when he came in as chair, Enzie 
moved to the dean of the college. 
"He is an exceptionally good 
teacher," Adams said. 
Outside assistance 
with the search 
Whitlock said the search com- 
mittee will remain "essentially" 
the same and may make more use 
of a consulting group than last 
time. 
In the last search, Alan Ostar, 
who aided in the presidential 
search, provided very limited con- 
sulting. Ostar is from the 
Administrative Search 
Consultation        Service       in 
Washington, D.C. 
"He helped more as an advis- 
er," Whitlock said. 
Kustra said the reason Ostar 
was available on such a limited 
basis was that he broke his ankle 
while in England. 
"I hope we don't have that 
same stroke of bad luck as in the 
past," Kustra said. 
Whitlock said a consulting group 
woukl aid the committee in the sec- 
ond phase of the search in that it 
would be very good in identifying 
and encouraging people to apply. 
The committee would like to 
have the new vice president for 
academic affairs in office as soon 
as possible, while not rushing the 
search, Whitlock said. 
"We certainly want to rap this 
up in the spring > -mester in 
enough time to have them here 
by July 1." Whitlock said. "July 1 
would be a logical target." 
Photo Illustration by Brian Simms/Progress 
McBrayer: Friends, players remember legendary coach 
From the Front Page 
His teams were also known 
for success off court. Only one 
of his lettermen failed to grad- 
uate. 
"They had a deep, deep 
respect for the man," said 
Leander Jennings, associate 
director of alumni affairs. 
Russel Roberts played 
guard for McBrayer for four 
seasons. He remembers 
McBrayer, the man. 
"He  was  a   great   man," 
Roberts       said.       "Coach 
McBrayer not only was a good 
basketball coach, but he was a 
very intelligent individual. 
"He taught you how to do 
things the right way. He 
demanded that we were good 
students," Roberts added. "Our 
grade cards went to him before 
we got them." 
McBrayer began his basket- 
ball career at Kavanaugh High 
School. 
In 1926 he played under John 
Mauer at the University of 
Kentucky. 
By his senior season in '30, 
he was captain of the team and 
was selected as All-American at 
the guard position. 
»* (McBrayer was) tough and 
kind of scary if you didn't 
know him. But he was very 
nice and treated me just 
as nice as a student could 
be treated. 
/' 
Roy Kidd, 
Colonel football coach 
» 
After college, McBrayer 
coached at Morton Junior High 
School and then at his high 
school alma mater, Kavanaugh. 
At Kavanaugh, McBrayer 
became friends with UK coach 
Adolph Rupp, who had come to 
recruit one of McBrayer's play- 
ers. Rupp hired McBrayer as his 
only assistant. 
He spent nine years under 
the legendary Kentucky coach. 
This time was not without per- 
sonality conflicts. 
When McBrayer returned 
from three years of military 
service in WWII in 1946, he was 
surprised to be told that he did- 
n't have a job. 
The Lexington Herald-Leader 
cites a 1986 interview in which 
McBrayer claimed that Rupp 
fired him because he was get- 
ting too much credit for the 
team's success. 
"I was destroyed. I loved that 
school. It hurt me awful bad," he 
said in that interview. 
McBrayer did not stay unem- 
ployed long. 
He was hired by Eastern to 
coach the Maroons in 1946. 
At the time of his arrival, 
Eastern played in the Kentucky 
Independent Athletic Conference, 
but he took the team to the 
Division I level in two or three 
seasons. 
Former players and acquain- 
tances remember McBrayer as 
a tough coach, but a good per- 
son. Eastern football coach Roy 
Kidd was a student during 
McBrayer's tenure. 
"(McBrayer was) tough and 
kind of scary if you didn't know 
him," Kidd said. "But he was very 
nice and treated me just as nice 
as a student could be treated." 
McBrayer resigned under 
unusual circumstances in '62 
after four straight winning sea- 
sons. 
For years, McBrayer believed 
that officials had been siding 
against Eastern in games. This 
belief grew until he stepped 
down. 
He moved to a secluded spot 
off Richmond Road in 
Lexington, where he lived until 
his death. He served as deputy 
commissioner of the State 
Trotting Commission for a few 
years then worked for the 
Kentucky Training Center. 
An alumni dinner has been 
held in his honor every summer; 
at Arlington for the past 12 
years. That dinner is still on for 
this year. 
McBrayer is survived by his 
wife, Kate. 
<?G Eastern basket- ball coach Scott 
Perry speaks 
with Paul 
McBrayer during 
a player reunion 
July 20. 1997. 
Public Informalion 
RICHMOND'S ONLY INDEPENDENT AUTO PARTS STORE 
HWIZE 
DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS 
& SERVICE CENTER 
TUNE-UP 
i Maintenance 
Tune-Up 
I Special Includes Most 
|Cars & Light Trucks 
> Install Plugs 
1 Set Timing 
1 Inspect Cap. 
I Rotor. Wires, Air 
Filter. Bolts and 
Hoses 
.* $29E 
SOQ88 
6cy1.    O^ 
S4Q88 
«c»l      t^ 
531 Big Mill Ave 
Richmond. Ky. 
MARSHALL ENGINE 
HEADQUARTERS 
Hundreds of sizes 
Remanufactured to new condition. 
rf   3 Year/50,000 Mile Warranty 
Complete Long Blocks 
As Low As $699 
Prices are exchange 
with rebuildable core 
Financing Available As 
Low As $29 pei month 
624-2990 
BRAKES 
Special 
includes: 
• Install Pads or 
Shoes 
• Resurfaces 
Rotors or 
Drums 
• Repack 
Wheel Bearings 
• metallic pads 
Extra 
Most Cars 4 
Light Trucks 
IGet Ready For Winter 
Radiator Drain & Refill 
SOQ88 Drain radiator & cooling system, check all belts, hoses and water pump. 
Refill with up to 2 gallons of antifreeze coolant. 
Most cars and light trucks. 
LOCALLY OWNED • LOCALLY OPERATED • PRICES GOOD THrfU JAN. 31, 1999. 
Colonel's 
Electric 
Beach 
Do IT RIGHT! 
Start your tanning NOW! 
NOW through February 4 
10 visits just $22.50 
OR 
30 day Unlimited tanning 
for $35 
Located next to Colonel Corner Deli 
at the edge of campus    624-8773 
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135 East Main        $ 624-0249 
GETTI BASICS 
Cover for all ladies 
before 9 p.m. 
every night! 
Friday night is LADIES NIGHT 
with free cover and drink specials. 
e to 
TTfotg 
L.I.Ts,^Hppes, and 
the NEwWllennium 
$4.25 
p 
Dim9CRfl|P5nd dime 
wings all night 
2 level dance floor 
Best DJs in town 
J. Sutter's Mill 
does catering and 
private parties 
T ffif 
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Grades: Kustra implements new plus/minus system 
From the Front Page 
before, it gave me flexibility," 
Kustra said. 
"A number of times a student 
is on the line between a 'B' and a 
"C" and you are pushing to come 
up with a reason for the 'B' or 
the 'C." 
The scale, which was approved 
by Kustra Dec. 7. is the result of a 
motion recently passed by Faculty 
Senate. 
Faculty Senate passed the orig- 
inal proposal in February 1993. 
but never put it into action. 
The grade inflation committee 
submitted a proposal in October 
to finally implement the scale to 
combat grade inflation. 
In the October proposal, the 
committee wrote. "The committee 
acknowledges that it is natural, 
even appropriate, to give students 
the benefit of the doubt when it 
comes to borderline grade deci- 
sions. By instituting plus and 
minus grades, the inflationary 
trend would be less dramatic, and 
each student's grade would more 
accurately reflect performance." 
In the proposal, the committee 
acknowledged the fact that, in the 
beginning, there would be a drop 
in campuswide GPA, but that it 
Plus/minus 
grade scale 
The new plus/minus grade 
scale will take effect fall 2000. 
It does not include a grade of 
"A+." 
A 4.00 
A- 3.67 
B+ 3.33 
B 3.00 
B- 2.67 
C+ 2.33 
C 2.00 
C- 1.67 
D+ 1.33 
D 1.00 
D- 0.67 
F 0.00 
would stabilize after a while. 
The scale tops off with an "A," 
which is worth 4.0 points, and 
decreases about .33 points with 
each grade below. It does not, 
however, have an "A+." 
"My recollection is that an 'A 
is always defined as the grade of 
excellence," Kustra said. "You 
can't beat excellence. We don't 
have any superlative above best." 
Many students aren't so sure 
of what the grading scale will 
bring. 
"The majority of the students 
are apprehensive about the new 
grading scale due in large part to 
the problems encountered with it 
at UK," said Adam Back, presi- 
dent of Student Association. 
The University of Kentucky 
implemented the plus/minus 
grading scale for a mere two 
years and then went back to the 
original scale. Back said. 
Back said he felt the scale 
would hurt Eastern students com- 
peting for jobs or graduate school 
with graduates from other univer- 
sities. 
"In a lot of courses, there's 
some subjective parts, and it can 
be difficult to determine an 'A or 
B' paper without the stipula- 
tions," Back said. 
Back said, under this new 
grading system, students will be 
doing the same amount of work 
and receiving lower grades for it. 
Kustra said he is not sure why 
many students don't like the 
scale. He also said that no stu- 
dents showed up at the Faculty 
Senate meeting when it was being 
discussed. 
Students' report cards will not 
be the only thing affected by the 
change in grading system. The 
undergraduate catalog, which 
comes out every two years, is also 
being rewritten to include the 
changes made by the grading 
scale. 
In many colleges, a "C" grade 
is required to graduate. The writ- 
ers of the catalog are now drafting 
a new one which has every 
instance where a grade is men- 
tioned changed to be specific if it 
is"C+,""C"or"C-." 
Since the catalog is issued 
before the change comes into 
effect, that is specified in the cata- 
log, said Jack Culross, dean of 
undergraduate studies, who is in 
charge of rewriting the academic 
regulations in part three of the 
catalog. 
"We are working on it now, try- 
ing to catch every instance," 
Culross said. 
Culross takes the same point 
of view as many of the students. 
"I don't know why the commit- 
tee in conjunction with grade 
inflation felt it would curb that," 
Culross said. "I don't believe it 
will. 
"From the point of view of a 
teacher, I don't know if I care for 
it or not. I feel it is a bit subjective, 
but I guess I can live with it." 
Get hooked up 
There are plenty of ways for students to connect to the information super highway 
BY SHANNON LEWIS 
Copy editor 
With the millennium right 
around the corner, it seems a 
good time to take your life's 
inventory and be prepared. It's 
time to get connected. 
This is the age of technology 
and the Internet is a must. 
Communications are worldwide 
and everybody (that is, every- 
body with a personal computer) 
who is anybody needs to be a part 
of this information age. 
Internet surfers can find any- 
thing on the 'Net now. 
Information is at the tips of your 
fingers; from buying a car to that 
naughty nudie stuff. 
Don't be left in the cold. Many 
local Internet providers are here 
to help you. If you are unsure 
about what to look for or you 
don't know who provides what, 
read on. 
One particular provider is 
available for Eastern students liv- 
ing in any one of these residential 
areas: Brockton, Burnam. 
Commonwealth, Keene, Palmer, 
Sullivan and Walters halls. The 
service is called Residential 
Networking Services, or ResNet. 
ResNet uses a different kind of 
technology compared to the other 
local Internet providers. It's called 
lOBaseT Ethernet technology. 
Personal computers in the stu- 
dents' rooms are attached directly 
to Eastern's data communications 
network. 
The next step for students is 
purchasing an Ethernet card and 
cable. These can be bought on 
campus directly from ResNet at 
cost. The total price for the card 
and cable ranges from $50 to $76, 
depending on your purchase. 
The only thing left for the stu- 
Monthly fees for 
Internet service 
Chapel Hill 56K, $19.95 
33.6, $17.95 
PC Systems 33.6, $19.95 
Internet Club        33.6, $20 
KIH Online 56K, $20 
Internet Professionals 
56K, price based on usage 
Eastern's Internet service 
ResNet No monthly fee, 
but students 
must buy start- 
up equipment 
dent to do is call ResNet to set up 
an appointment for its staff to 
come hook it up. 
ResNet is good for students 
who don't mind paying an up-front 
cost of at least $50. 
Students' phone lines aren't 
tied up as with other Internet 
providers, and the connection 
speed is faster than with a 
modem. 
Students can also access VAX 
accounts or create home pages on 
the World Wide W*b. 
Students can learn more about 
ResNet by visiting its online site 
at <www.resnet.eku.edu> or go to 
Room A of Burnam Annex. 
Another Richmond area 
Internet provider is Chapel Hill 
for those students living on cam- 
pus as well as off. 
Chapel Hill is a national com- 
pany that offers a connect speed 
of 56K. The connect speed deter- 
mines at what speed web pages 
appear on your screen. 
A $10 activation fee is charged 
for hooking up Internet capabili- 
ties with Chapel Hill. The month- 
ly fee for users with a 33.6-modem 
speed is $17.95, and for those 
with a 56K-modem speed, the fee 
is $19.95. 
Chapel Hill also offers its cus- 
tomers a free web page and two e- 
niail addresses per account. This 
means two people per household 
can have separate e-mail 
accounts. 
To learn more about Chapel 
Hill, you can contact them on the 
World Wide Web at 
<www.chapell.com> or call them 
at 623-8834. 
PC Systems also provides 
Richmond residents with local 
Internet access. 
They offer a connect speed of 
33.6, but are currently upgrading 
to 56K. This upgrade will be com- 
plete by the end of March. 
Customers aren't charged a 
connection fee and the monthly 
fee is $19.95. 
A free personal web page is 
offered to PC Systems' cus- 
tomers and one e-mail connec- 
tion per dial-up account. 
Additional e-mail accounts can be 
purchased at a $4.95 additional 
monthly charge. 
Interested customers can con- 
tact PC Systems by visiting them 
on the World Wide Web at 
<www.pcsystems.net> or by call- 
ing them at 624-5000. 
The Internet Club offers cus- 
tomers a connect speed of 33.6 
with no activation fee. 
1-Club also has a monthly fee 
of $20, or customers can buy dif- 
ferent packages and pay for more 
than one month at one time. For 
three months, the cost is $55. Six 
months is $105 and for a year, the 
cost is $180. 
I Club also offers free personal 
web pages to customers and an e- 
mail account for each dial-up con- 
nection. 
You may contact the Internet 
Club on the World Wide Web at 
<www.iclub.org> or call them at 
625-5483. 
Internet Professionals is a new 
Richmond area Internet provider 
with a connect speed of 56K. 
Customers are charged a $20 acti- 
vation fee and are billed each 
month based on the number of 
hours spent online. 
The price for up to two 
hours/month of usage is $4.95. 
The bill for up to 10 hours/month 
of usage is $9.95,25 hours/month 
of usage is $14.95, 60 
hours/month of usage is $19.95 
and for up to 180 hours/month of 
usage is $24.95. The average bill 
for December's customers was 
$13.15. 
A free web page that can be cre- 
ated and edited online is offered to 
all customers. One e-mail connec- 
tion per personal computer is 
offered as well. 
Interested customers can con- 
tact the Internet Professionals on 
the World Wide Web at 
www.ipro.net or by calling 625- 
5483. 
The last local Internet provider 
is KIH Online. They are statewide 
and offer a connect speed of 56K 
with a $20 connection fee. The fee 
is $15 when customers use their 
credit cards. 
The monthly fee is also 
$20.and they offer a free web 
page to their customers. One e- 
mail connection is also offered 
per dial-up account. 
You may contact KIH Online 
on the World Wide Web at 
<www.kih.net> or by calling 1-800- 
300-7953. 
A romantic floral bouquet 
CRABTREE & EVELYN 
available at: 
016RLE noRmfin COSmETICS 
Carriage Gate Shopping Center • 839 EKU Bypass 
Richmond, KY 
r*^ TILLERMAN'S 
«»1      DELI 
201 Water St. Suite #1 
(next to Panama Jim's) 
626-1800 
625-0509 Fax 
MTW 10:30-5 
Th F 10:30- 6 
Sat 10:30-2 
NOW DELIVERING 
To campus and Downtown Area 
Min. order $5.00 please 
# 
Featuring 
Hot Sandwiches 
•Garlic Roast Pork 
•Pastrami & Onions 
•Ruben 
•BLT 
•Hot Ham & Cheese 
Cold Sandwiches 
•Roast Beef 
•Turkey 
•Tuna & Chicken Salad 
•Baked Ham 
3 Alarm Chili & Soup of the Day 
|Combos: 1/2 sandwich and SOD or Chili 
Fresh Baked Desserts 
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 
10 a.m.-7 p.m. 624-9825 a-» 
Bring in this coupon 
and receive 
50C OFF 
any order 
We also do any type of 
Party Trays 
Taylors Sporting Goods 
Welcome Back Students! 
See us for all your trophies, plaques, and engraving. 
623-9517 
515 Leighway Dr. 
College Park Shopping Center    r^j 
Experience the 
Difference 
PLANET SUN 
Ten visits for $25 
620 Eastern Bypass 
623-7473 
j£  
i When the temperature dips 
Dip on in to... 
3*1 
*5? 
<fef$v*. 
<*%*■,:•*.*' 
1> 
ring this ad in for 
l50c off next purchase 
8Qi[fi$-L-21-^9  
Coffee and Ice Cream 
% 
£ 
offer excludes Happy Hour 
 Happy_Hour_4_- 7j 
2± 
l'ho Kastx-rn 
t Progress 
117 Donovan Annex 622-1881 
When it comes to music, 
Take some... 
New and Used CD's 
Incense T'Shirts 
Novelty GiFts 
Come on In and sea us! 
We're located Downtown on 
East Water Street. 
(by the post office.) 
1059 BEREA RD. 
RICHMOND, KY. 
623-9580 
WLfWA 
SEAFOOD 
_   from 
$379 
Shrimp & More Dinner 7 
The per feet combination of batter-dipped fish filets. 
tender, bite-sue fried shrimp, fries, 
cole slaw and hushpuppies. 
Shrimp & More Platter '• 
Everything you get with the dinner, 
plus a Seafood Stuffed Crab Shell. 
For A Limited Time Only At Participating Captain D's 
SHRIMP & FRIES    CHICKEN & FRIES 
Bite Size Shrimp,   <£ A C C [ Chicken, Fries, 
•™   7 h7,J' Hush Puppies & $255: Fries Hush Puppies-     r 
tc Cocktail Sauce       *™ [ Sweet & Sour Sauce 
1 One dinner per coupon Not good ^j». , One dinner pel coupon. Not food 
'   with any other coupon or discount       fttSf?\ _. ,   with any other coupon or discount 
I Oder Expires 1/24/99 1059Berea       \fg!r^ ' offer E.piret 1/24/99 1059 Bens 
Read. Richmond. Ky •■MOOD ' Road. Richmond. Ky •2S,       ' 
FISH & FRIES        FISH & CHICKEN 
Fish, Fries, 
Hush Puppies 
J & Tartar Sauce 
One dinner per coupon Not food 
with any other coupon or discount 
| oBer Expires 1/24/99 1059 Bern 
Road, Richmond, Ky. 
$^55: ;2 l-Piece Fish & Chicken $-259 3 
I One dinner per coupon Not good 
I with any other coupon or discount 
, offer Expires 1 /24/W 10» Bern 
L Road. Rjchmond, Ky 
&*m<*>ui>*°''t*t&*ur*»to&£''^t 
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Y2K bug bites budget 
Eastern spends millions to combat 
expected millennium computer glitch 
BY SHAWN HOPKINS 
Assistant news editor 
The Y2K bug is the bogeyman of 
the late "90s. More than the comput- 
er equivalent of a VCR blinking 
12:00. it's an error in software design 
predicted to bring about everything 
from longer lines at ATMs to world- 
wide economic collapse. 
The problem is that software and 
chip designers designated the year 
using only two numbers, 00. 
Computers will read the year 2000 
as 1900 or, in some cases, 1980. 
Serious errors may occur in com- 
puter functions that rely on the date. 
"Eastern has already spent about 
$2 million on upgrades, mostly 
because of Y2K, said Vance 
Wisenberg, dean of social 
and behavioral sciences 
and vice chair of the 
Year 2000 committee 
looking into the prob- 
lem. 
Beyond that, it will take about 
$400,000 to upgrade physical 
plant's computers and equipment 
The main programs addressed 
in the Year 2000 project include the 
human resources system, which 
regulates payroll. This part of the 
project is already finished. 
Other programs, such as finan- 
cial resources software, which 
include accounting and the finan- 
cial aid systems, should be done in 
the spring. The library software 
should be finished in the fall and 
the voice response system (Colonel 
Connection) in the spring of 2000. 
The main upgrade in progress 
is installing the 
$800,000 Banner system on the stu- 
dent records system. Student 
records deals with grades and stu- 
dent accounts. The upgrade is on 
track for compliance, but not 
before 2000, Wisenberg said. 
"We're not going to get it done 
before the changeover," Wisenberg 
said. Even so, he said that it is some- 
thing that needs to be done. 
It's broader than just that one 
changeover," Wisenberg said. Non- 
Y2K compliant software can still pro- 
duce errors after 2000, he added. 
Until the installation is com- 
plete. Eastern will work around the 
problem by doing what is known 
as windowing. This is telling the 
computer that 00 equals 2000 by 
defining it as such. This is only a 
temporary fix, Wisenberg said. 
The Y2K problem is described by 
some as critical and by others as 
bunk, but Eastern officials are tak- 
ing the problem seriously. 
"I don't think anybody knows 
what could happen," said John 
Flanagan, assistant professor of psy- 
chology, who chaired a previous 
Y2K committee. "I think 
we have to be wary." 
Flanagan   also 
points out that, 
aside from soft- 
ware bugs, there 
is      also      the 
"embedded    chip 
problem." 
This problem is 
harder to correct 
and will be dealt 
with by facilities 
services. 
James Carroll/Progress 
Panama 
ins 
The Ultimate Tanning Experience! 
Help Us Celebrate 
the New Ye arilIII 
1 Day Only - 
January 15, 1999 
1 Month Unlimited 
for 
$19.99 
201 Water Street 
(across from Subway) 626-8937 
c 
January Special!! 
$25 one month 
unlimited tanning 
In February 
12 visits for $25 
10% Student Discount 
Mon - Fri:   10-8 
Sat& Sun:   11-5 
310 E. Main St. 
623-8110 
Pregnancy ftelp Cent 
624-3942 
If no answer, call 1-800-822-5842 
Regular Hours 
Tuesday and Wednesday, 
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
and by appointment 
200 S. Third St., Richmond, KY 40475 
If you don't get hemp at... 
THE BOTANY BAY 
hi Mp COMpANy 
Please, get hemp somewhere. 
PORTER PIAZA 
(Behind Denny's on the Bypass) 
623-HEMP 
hitp//www lejjall Af-hcmp i«m l-7Mon S.i 
Apollo Pizza 
Fast Free Delivery Welcome Back! 
623- 
Hot Subs and Steak Hoagies 
Pizza Sub... pepperom. ham, mushrooms, onions, cheese 
& Sauce 
Sausage Sub... mild Italian sausage, cheese 
and 2 vegetable toppings 
Meatball Sub... sauce & mozzarella cheese 
Ham & Cheese... ham, mozzarella cheese, sauce 
and 2 vegetable toppings 
A-1 Steak Hoagie... steak, mozzarella cheese, onions, 
mushrooms & steak sauce 
Western Hoagie... steak, mozzarella cheese, onions, 
green peopers. & Bar-B-Q 
Italian Steak Hoagie... steak pizza sauce, mozzarella 
cheese, onions & mushrooms 
Bacon Cheddar Steak Hoagie... steak, bacon, 
Cheddar cheese, onions 
0330 
Dine-In Special 
Sides 
Garden & Chef salads 
Baked Spaghetti, Garlic breadstjeks, Cheddar Fries, 
Mozzarella Stix, Jalapeno Poppers, Deep Fried 
Mushrooms, BQ Wings, Hot & Spicy Wings and Italian 
Wings, Cheese Bread, Frito Lay Chips 
Beverages 
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew, 7Up, 
Rootbeer and Milkshakes 
Toppings 
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Onions, Ham, Pineapple, 
Bacon, Italian Sausage, Green Peppers, Jalapeno 
Peppers, Hot Banana Peppers, Ground Beef, Black 
and Green Olives 
/tPOLLO $12.95 
2 Medium Pizzas 
with One Topping 
•Price includes Slale Sales Tax 
J _Expjres 1/31/98 
! 
Large 14" 
Pizza Special 
$8.60 
Large One topping Pizza 
•Price includes Slale Sales Tax 
. «§?£'!?! i^L'9.8- 
I 
Pizza Sub Special 
$6.25 
Pizza Sub; Garlic Stix 
& 32 oz Soft Drink 
'Price includes Slale Sales Tax 
APOLLO 
Party Pizza Special { 
$15.25 
20" Party Pizza 
with 2 toppings Cut In    i 
about 30 squares 
•Price includes Slale Sales Tax 
Expires 1/31/98 
Hoagie Special 
$6.95 
Steak & Hoagie & 
Cheddar Fries 
•Price includes Stale Sales Tax      j 
Delta Zeta Spring Rush 
"January 19 & 20 in the Music Lounge of the 
Powell Building 6:30 - 7 p.m. 
January 21 in the Telford Lobby 8 p.m. 
For more information call Ashley Womak 5623. 
gxgjrttJ/31/51 
Sub & Salad 
$5.95 I 
Your choice of 
a Pizza Sub; Sausage Sub,| 
Ham & Cheese or a       j 
Meatball Sub I 
ExpiresJ/31/98_ LI iPir------- 
* *  
•Price includes Slale Sales Tax I 
Founded in 1984 
Richmond's Oldest 
Computer Store 
PC Systems Is Your 
Complete Source For: 
Hud Drives 
Floppy Drives 
CD-ROM's 
Memory 
Modems 
Tape Drives 
Motherboard* 
Video Cards 
Network Adapters 
Software. Cables 
& More. 
Authorized Dealer For: 
intel 
LEXMARK. 
_grj> PC Systems 
Wj " We Have Seen The Future, And It Works! " 
\mmmm    Loca) internet Service Provider http://www.pcsystems.net 
P6333C 
■NOVELL 
CREATIVE 
MKMNBt)     U»—f»      «"*■   *    ***** 
are all fegHKT** irsSfw-rt' 
Ml poce» are *#t»rtct to change 
■.J.UNU. m\ JjptacsWe .eie* -ax 
Did you know 
your business 
can have a 
web site on 
the internet 
for as little as 
$29.95/month? 
Call 624-3400 for details. 
•Inlel Celeron* JJIMHx Precelior 
•nil MMX"" Tech»oto»v 
•If II CM Vmht VfeaeMr lUr 
llil" Vnilk Anil 
■•CB Hud Dn.t -1MB AGP * «»eo 
■1MB RAM E.pandaole 10 IS* MB 
•Mim to<*et or Detfclop fit* 
•Internal 'ok VoKe Fa*.Modem 
• 104 Kevboaid -MOUM A Pad 
•Pennine SovadBUHtr PCI i:S 
-Internal '»< CD-ROM Dn.e 
•Slefeo Speaker* 
■ Sort-we Tilkl Including 
•MKIUWlt* WlfldOWl  •>! 
•McMee VirulScift 
■Cretan wi.eSi.dx>* 
•Clean.e Mullimedu Deck 
Wi. 
P6400PII 
-Imc. Pcrmum II *OOMHi Proceuor 
*,ih MUX Techno.o*v 
•/ " SK.t C.MW VrnmM   .**.•> 
(19 f Viewable *.r«ai 
•I0OB Hard Dnv« -1MB AOP Vide.. 
••vlAlB RAM Expend*©!* 10 ZH MB 
-Mini Timer or Desktop Cat* 
•I Kernel *6k   \o»ce Fav Modem" 
•If* Keyboard •Mouse A Pad 
•Oenxiine SoundBla.ier Pi'I 121 Audw 
•Internal W>" CD-ROM Dm* 
-Siereo   Speaker! 
•Software Tnle* Including 
•MKrcrtO*. VV.ndo*. »l 
•McMee \ iruiScan 
•Crcei"* »av*Srudio 
•Ceamc Multimedia Deck 
$1,199.    $1,699. 
Why Customers Buy Computers From PC Systems 
Founded in 1984. our company is stable, our products are reliable & our prices are competitive 
Local technical support -Fast reliable honest service •Excellent reputation lor evpen ad\ ice 
•One business day turnaround on warranty repairs or loaner 
•Free installation on hardware upgrades purchased from PC Systems ($60 hr valucl 
•Our computers are custom built & serviced in Richmond "Our computers use standard pans 
•PC Systems of Kentucky is pan of a national chain of computer stores. 
•90 days interest free financing available (on approved credit). 
So What Are You Hailing For? Slop By And Check Out The PC Systems Difference! 
461 Eastern B>-Pass«$hopper's Village'Richmond. KY36O6,624-5000 
wv 
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Schwendeman 
hired to review 
organization 
BY SHAWN HOPKINS  
Assistant news editor 
President Robert Kustra has 
decided that the university 
should study its.ll 
This includes an 
organizational review of 
the university. 
"1 think it's important 
that we examine an 
organization chart that 
has been in place for 
some time." Kustra said. 
Eastern has hired 
Joseph Schwendeman, 
a retired vice president, 
as a consultant. 
He will look at how 
Eastern's nine colleges 
are organized. 
"I think it's helpful 
and fair for me to have 
the benefit of somebody 
who has been here and 
knows the history the 
way Dr. Schwendeman 
does." Kustra said. 
"(Being retired) he 
docs not have an imme- 
diate stake in the process. No 
vested interest or axe to grind," 
he added. 
Schwendeman will interview 
administrators and all faculty 
who want to meet with him 
about their concerns with the 
structure of the colleges, he 
said. 
Consolidating any of the col- 
leges would eliminate many fac- 
ulty administrative positions, 
such as chairs. 
Bruce Maclaren, professor of 
earth sciences, experienced 
reorganization first hand. Mis 
department, natural sciences, 
was consolidated into the earth 
sciences department. 
"I used to joke that we could 
counsel people who were being 
restructured.'' Maclaren said. 
Though he said the demise of 
his department was relatively 
painless, the experience has 
given him a respect for the con- 
cerns of those who have been 
reorganized. 
Joseph 
Schwendeman 
will interview 
administrators 
and faculty 
who want to 
voice their 
concerns about 
university 
organization 
"It makes people very 
uncomfortable," Maclaren said. 
"Particularly if they've commit- 
ted their lives to a particular pro- 
gram, and they suddenly see no 
place for them." 
Maclaren isn't sure 
about what he'll say to 
Schwendeman, but he 
believes the process 
will be beneficial. 
"I think what we need 
to do is spend a lot of 
time talking to each 
other about it," he said. 
Schwendeman expects 
to meet with about 300 
to 400 people. 
He has met with 
about 60 so far. 
Then, with input from 
Faculty Senate, hell file 
a report to Kustra, who 
will decide what to do 
from there. 
This process is expect- 
ed to take at least until 
the end of the semester 
to complete. 
Karen Janssen, chair of 
Faculty Senate,  spoke  with 
Schwendeman already. 
Janssen said that what she 
thinks the college needs is 
increased collaboration across 
units within academics. 
She would like any reorgani- 
zation to be with faculty con- 
cerns in mind. 
"It's more of an outcome of 
looking at what's working and 
not working in the university," 
Janssen said. 
Schwendeman is quick to 
clarify his role. 
He said he functions only as a 
consultant in this review 
process. 
"Decision will not be made by 
me, obviously," he said. 
Kustra is in no hurry to come 
to a decision, either. 
"I think it's only fair to take 
our time and give everybody a 
chance to speak their mind on 
this," Kustra said. 
Ritchie Hunley, a junior English major from Hyden, mops the lobby of 
Commonwealth Hall Sunday afternoon. Pipes containing water burst due 
Brian Smms/Progress 
to the cold temperatures flooding rooms and elevator shafts. The elevators 
were turned off during one of the busiest moving days of the semester. 
Pipes: Water floods rooms, elevators as students move 
From the front 
returned. 
"No one wants that to happen. 
Honestly that could happen at my 
house or your house or any- 
where," Middleton said. 
As for Comb's carpet and the 
other personal belongings that 
were damaged, it won'tji the 
university's rcsponsibfl \ to 
replace them. 
I,arry Westbrook, coordina- 
tor of safety with the division of 
public safety, says students can 
file a Board of Claims form to 
be compensated for their prop- 
erty. The forms can be picked 
.   ......   »■■*. a   >n   iiiiiiii 
    would say 
'tjj|th      pen. oMll h9m  '"     ihirtJjJa 
Wesforool 
up at the division of public safe- 
ty. 
But the university only pays on 
these claims if the university is 
proven negligent to the Board of 
Claims in Frankfort. 
"I guess if you ask a lawyer for 
definition of negligence, they 
l that it's causing to hap- 
, utflowing to happen, sonic 
t inflp t shouldn't happen,'' 
r k said. 
Middleton said that, at least in 
the case of a room radiator, it is 
not the responsibility of the staff 
to check anything, like whether 
radiators are working properly. 
Resident assistants simply 
11 No one wants that to happen. 
Honestly that could happen at my 
house or your house or anywhere. 
« Kenna Middleton, 
director of housing 
need to make sure the fans are 
turned on over the break. 
Students have the option of 
taking out insurance on their 
property through National 
Student Services Inc.. a private 
company. This service is offered 
the first time students sign up 
for housing. 
This coverage insures person- 
al property with some exclu- 
sions. Electronics and computers 
are covered up to $200. It also 
does not cover such things as 
cash, musical instruments and 
animals. 
/row   wont fries 
(with that, &«by? ► Inside 
Activities 
Chow down on banana pudding 
and other favorites of the King's 
during Club Eastern's Elvis 
birthday 
celebration/B7 
Staci Reid. editor 
Accent 
► Inside Sports 
Sarah Blossom and 
the indoor track 
team ran away with 
victories at the 
Wildcat Speed 
Meet/B7 
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Party like it's 1999 
Don't wait until New Year's Eve to celebrate the millennium. 
Here are 99 ways to celebrate the new year. * 
January 
Jan. 16: National Nothing Day. Created by a jour- 
nalist tired of eelebrating days like ... National 
Clcan-Off-Your-Desk Day! 
Jan. 18: Martin Luther King Day. Classes are can- 
celed. 
Jan. 21: National Hugging Day. The most 
"Huggable People" are announced, so nominate 
your favorite at <kzaborney@aol.com>. 
Jan. 25: ULI.K FEST starts in Breckenridge, 
Colo., celebrating the mythical god of winter. Ullr. 
(A great time to pray for warm weather!) 
Jan. 27: Hush the pot for good ol' Thomas 
Crapper. the prime developer of the flush toilet. 
Jan. 31: Mark your calendars now for a bash cele- 
brating Super Bowl XXXIIII in Miami. 
February 
Feb. 3: At 8:51 p.m., 44 days. 11 hours and 55 
minutes of winter will have passed, leaving exactly 
half of winter which ends March 20 at 8:46 p.m. 
Feb. 9: Dump Your "Significant Jerk" Day. Think 
of this day as an early spring-cleaning and get rid of 
that significant other driving you nuts. 
Feb. 14: Valentine's Day. If you weren't dumped 
on the 9th, celebrate today with that special loved 
one. 
Feb. 14: National Condom Week. In conjunction 
with Valentine's Day celebrations ... 
Feb. 15: No class!! Spend ["resident's Day relaxing 
with a good book or catching up on homework, 
a.k.a. sitting in front of the tube in your pajamas. 
Feb. 17: You, Dave Matthews, one guitar. Need we 
say more? 
Feb. 19: Smoky Mountains Storytelling Festival 
begins in I'igeon Forge, Tenn. If you're up for a 
short road trip get more info at www. pigeon- 
forge.tn.us. 
Feb. 27: No Brainer Day. A day set-aside for gen- 
eral slacking and hookey. What more could college 
students ask for? 
March 
March 1: National Procrastination Week. 
March 3: Bonza Bottler Day gives you an excuse 
to have a party at least once a month when the day 
is the same number as the month, as in 3-3-99. 
March 6: Tie up the dogs and race around down- 
town in your own version of Alaska's Iditarod. 
March 9: Run around like a chicken with your 
head cut off for Panic Day 1999. 
March 15-21: SPRING BREAK! Relax on a sandy 
beach or in the comfort of your own home - who 
cares, we don't have class for a week! 
March 17: Saint Patrick's Day - an excuse to drink 
colored beer sounds good on any day. 
April 1: April Fool's Day. A day designed to play 
nonsensical jokes on your fellow man - basically to 
make fun of him. 
April 11: World 
Cow-Chip Throwing 
Championship 
Contest. This con- 
ic si in Beaver. 
Okla., draws dung 
flingers from 
around the world. 
April 7:        No 
Housework Day. 
Throw in the dish 
towel and call it quits: 
you can lake a break. 
April 10: National 
Siblings Day. Call your 
brothers or sisters. 
and let them know 
how much you care. 
April 18: Need a rea- 
son to party? Head to 
your favorite bar for 
National Karaoke Week. 
April 21:   Celebrate the arts and attend a play at 
Clifford Theatre. 
April 22: Earth Day. 1999 will be a global celebra- 
tion so join in and help protect our Earth. 
September 
#99 Dec. 31: Rin&4ftthe New Year 
and the new millennium! 
April 30: Classes end on the 66th birthday of Willie 
Nelson!!! 
May 
May 1: Get out your mint julep glasses and cele- 
brate the Kentucky Derby. To get information about 
attending and hob-nobbing with your favorite celeb 
visit <www.kentuckyderby.com>. 
May 3: Buckle down for final exams. 
May 8: Celebrate the end of the semester by taking 
your socks off. Seriously. Today is No Socks Day, a 
day to lessen laundry and let your piggies be free. 
May 8: Lawrence University in Wisconsin will host 
Celebrate, a festival to celebrate spring, while 
Eastern's seniors celebrate their graduation. 
May 10: Don't slurp your spaghetti or pick your 
nose because people will be watching during 
National Etiquette Week. 
May 14: International Online Romance Day. Chat 
with your online fling, or rent the movie "You've Got 
Mail" and live vicariously through Meg and Tom. 
May 17: Astronomy Week. Visit an old childhood 
friend, the man in the moon, and see if you can find 
the dish that ran away with the spoon. 
May 21: Celebrate the pickle during International 
Pickle Week, sponsored by the Pickle Packers 
International. Inc. Say that five times. 
May 31: Take an active part in your health and cel- 
ebrate the World No-Tobacco Day. 
June 
June 1: June is National Iced Tea 
Month, National Frozen Yogurt 
Month and Turkey Lovers' Month, 
so sit down and feast on America's 
favorites. 
June 5: Grab a pole and hook 
your worm for the start of National 
Fishing Week. 
June 7: Enjoy a piece of Kentucky 
history with  Boone Day,  Daniel 
Boone's first sighting of the land that would become 
Kentucky. 
June 9: Sing happy birthday for everyone's favorite 
duck, Donald. 
June 13: Spend some time alone while you cele- 
brate National Hermit Week. 
June 21: Pull out that bikini or those trunks, sum- 
mer starts at 9:49 
p.m. 
June 30: Reset 
your alarm. You 
have an extra sec- 
ond to sleep in for 
the Leap Second 
Adjustment Time 
day. 
Sept. 1: The Chicken Boy's Birthday, a.k.a. the 
Statue of liberty of Los Angeles. The Chicken Boy is 
a statue of a boy with a chicken's head, holding a 
bucket of chicken. 
Sept. 5: Tell your professor to get over it— it's Be 
late For Something Day. 
Sept. 8: Get off your duff and do it! Do It! Day is 
designed to fight procrastination across the nation. 
Sept. 12: Camp out in front of the TV and pick up 
that control pad. Celebrate Video Games Day. 
Sept. 19: Pick up a book and learn to sign during 
Deaf Awareness Week. 
Sept. 22: Take a lick and celebrate the 96th birth- 
day of the ice cream cone. 
Sept.   27:  Give  Grandma  a 
Ancestor Appreciation Day! 
ring because  it's 
October 
Oct.   1: Healthy Lung Month— throw away that 
pack and kick the habit. 
Oct. 1: Here's an excuse to see more movies- 
is National Popcorn Poppin' Month. 
Oct. 
Oct. 1: Take a trip to Paintsville and celebrate the 
Kentucky Apple Festival. 
Oct. 2: Take the time to say thanks to everyone 
from facilities services in celebration of National 
Custodial Worker's Day. 
Oct. 9: Think globally and become friends of the 
earth on Planet Friends Week. 
Oct. 14: Shave your head and appreciate Dad's lack 
of hair, today is Be Bald 
and Be Free Day. 
July 23: Grab your 
cup of java and a 
bagel to celebrate 
Bagelfest, featuring 
the world's biggest 
bagel breakfast. 
Jury 1: Plan a pic- 
nic and get out your weenies. July is National Hot 
Dog Month. 
July 4: Known around the world as America's 
birthday, it is also American Redneck Day. 
Jury 16: Kentucky State Championship Old-Time 
Fiddler's Contest is held at the Rough River Dam 
State Resort Park. 
July 18: Luxembourg Beer Festival. Yet another 
excuse to drink beer. Yea Beer! 
Jury 29: Summer graduates hope it won't rain 
tonight when Waynesburg, Pa., celebrates its annu- 
al Rain Day. where it has been raining on this day 
since 1816. 
August 
Aug. 7: Visit the Mount Horeb Mustard Museum 
to pay homage to a favorite American condiment, 
mustard. 
Aug. 8: Call Mom and Dad or give your kids a hug 
- it's family day. 
Aug. 13: The last Friday the Thirteenth before the 
new millennium. 
Aug. 15: Practice free 
love! Thirty years ago 
today 400.000 people 
descended on an alfalfa 
field in New York for 
three days of sex, drugs 
and rock n' roll, now 
known as Woodstock. 
Aug. 19: The Kentucky 
State Fair opens at the 
Louisville Expo Center. 
Oct. 16: Look up a word 
in the dictionary and say a 
note of thanks on the 
birthday of Noah 
Webster. 
Oct. 19: Today is 
Evaluate Your Life Day. 
(io ahead and get a little 
introspective and make that change you've been con- 
templating. 
Oct. 31: The last time you'll dress up in costume 
and beg for candy before the millennium, hopefully. 
November 
Nov. 2: Han Your Epitaph Day. This is the day to 
prepare for the inevitable and have an unforgettable 
tombstone. 
Nov. 6: Come on girls, don't be afraid to ask that 
special guy out on a date, it's Sadie Hawkins Day. 
Nov. 7: Don't forget to go to chemistry lab today, 
even if you're not in that class. This is National 
Chemistry Week. 
Nov. 19: Everybody has them, so go ahead. Today 
is Have a Bad Day Day. 
Nov. 26: Eat your turkey and watch a little football 
to celebrate this Thanksgiving Day. 
December 
Dec. 5: Invite over a couple friends and take a dip ... 
in the tub. Today is a day to celebrate Bathtub Party 
Day. 
Dec. - Celebrate 
graduation by tak- 
ing those holiday 
end-of-semester 
finals. 
Aug.     25:    Kiss-and- 
Make-Up-Day. Smooch your sweetie on this day and 
make amends for all those little misunderstandings. 
Dec. 13: Celebrate the 
birthday of Mary 
Iincoln Todd, the wife 
of Abraham Lincoln, 
born in Lexington. 
Dec. 21: Vent your 
shopping frustration on 
Humbug Day. 
Dec. 24: Celebrate the 
birth of Kit Carson, a 
Madison County native who made it big on the west- 
ern frontier. 
If you were counting, you've discovered there aren't 99 ways to celebrate- we had to let you come up with some of your own fun! Have a great year! 
Thanks to Chase's Calendar of Events 1999 published by NTC/Contemporary Publidhing Group, Inc. and the Campus Calendar of Events. 
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PROGRESS 
■ OK 
Colonels try to turn It around 
When 
4:15 p.m 
Where 
Alumni 
Coliseum 
Cost 
No charge for 
students, $6 for 
the public 
Ronnie Griffin and the Colonels will 
try to build upon Tuesday nighf s 
win against Tennessee Martin when 
they play the 4-9 Morehead State 
Golden Eagles this weekend. 
After one of the most dismal starts 
in Eastern basketball history, the 2-13 
Colonels hope to defeat the rival 
Golden Eagles and turn their season 
around. The men's team will have 10 
games left in the regular season 
*"/■ after Saturday. 
■ Last day to register for or 
add full-semester classes 
■ Make appointments for 
spring room changes, Housing 
office. Appointments can be 
made during university busi- 
ness hours. 
SATURDAY 
■ 2:00 p.m. Lady Colonels vs. 
Morehead State Golden 
Eagles, McBrayer Arena 
SUNDAY 
■ Noon Mass, Catholic 
Newman Center. 
MONDAY 
■ Martin Luther King Day 
-No classes 
TUESDAY 
■ Campus wide room changes 
begin at the housing office (by 
appointment only). 
Fraternity rush begins. 
■ 4:30 p.m. Student 
Association, Jaggers Room 
■ 9:00 p.m. BSU "Vive- 
Baptist Student Union 
WEDNESDAY 
■ 3:30 p.m. Women's Studies 
Lecture - Women in Banking 
Barbara Griec, CEO of 
Community Trust Bank, to 
speak. Kennamer Room, 
Powell Building. Reception to 
follow in the Herndon Lounge. 
■ 6:45 p.m. Women's 
Basketball -Eastern at 
Tennessee Tech 
■ 8:45 p.m. Men's Basketball 
-Eastern at Tennessee Tech 
UPCOMING 
■ "Experience God Weekend" 
(Bowling Green), Baptist 
Student Union 
■ 6:30 p.m. Jan. 23 Women's 
Basketball -Lady Colonels vs. 
Middle Tennessee 
■ 8:00 p.m. Jan. 23 Men's 
Basketball -Eastern vs. Middle 
Tennessee at Murfreesboro 
■ 7:30 p.m. Jan. 20-25 
Annual RHA Bridal Show - 
Gifford Theatre, Campbell 
Building. Tickets are $3 in 
advance and $4 at the door. 
Tickets may be purchased at 
Beckham Hall Room 100. 
■ Jan. 26 Campus wide room 
changes end, housing office 
Tap Events 
To post an event in 
What's on Tap, contact 
Daniel Bruce or Nicole 
Johnson at 622-1872. 
Submissions are due 
noon the Monday 
before publication 
'RICHMOND MALL 8 
MOtoi—Irfm    MMllSj 
Step Mom (PG-13) 1:30.4:15. 7, 9:50 
Patch Adam* (PG-13) 1:40, 4:50,7:25. 
955 
Varsity Bluaa (R)" 12. 2:20. 4:40. 7:15. 
9:45 
A Civil Action (PG-13)" 1:10. 4:45, 7:05. 
9:40 
The Thin Red Line (PG-13)" 12:30,4:20. 
8 
Mighty Joe Young (PG) 1, 4:20,7:10.9:35 
The Prince of Egypt (PG) 1:05. 5. 7:20, 
9.30 
The Faculty (R) 1:05 5:40, 10:05 
You've Got Mail (PG) 3:15. 7:45 
TtMM movrt HmH wm M0n on Friday 12/9 Bo< 
otlic« op*ni aM 15 p m on Frl  IMS md luti 
Thun l/lt-1/21. Opan xi day Saturday and 
Sunday 1/16- 1/1i. AIM opan all day Man. I/U. 
Wednesdays 
are 
Hump 
Nights 
Specials all 
night. 
Madison 
en 
• • ■ i . 
152 Madison Ave. 623-9720 
Gifts to Go 
Gifts 
for all occasions. 
Candles, Boyds Bears 
Close to EKU Campus 
236 Boggs Lane #3 
Richmond, KY 
40475     <££* 
624-4199 
Ci Little Attitude to Your Style 
UTUPS 
A new year, a new you! 
$5 off full set of nails 
Exp. I/28/99 
off 
haircut 
Exp. 1/28/99 
Coll for on appointment 
623-5770 
^ 206 SOUth third Street (next to Ihe little house and Viscious Cycle) J 
%L% UP t0 75% °ff 
JL your Spring'99 
^ ^ meal plan 
^     for returning 
•*• im members. 
or 
^ Up to 60% off 
^^your Spring '99 
<^jlp meal plan for 
tffo new members. 
Eat ANYWHERE 
on campus ! 
^   1 meal = $3.75 at 
A* the FOUNTAIN 
^^ FOOD COURT. 
CALL 2179 OR STOP BY POWELL 16 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
NEW FOR '99 
(SOfliil^MN 
THE CAMPUS MEAL PLAN 
DINING 
The Best Food on Ccunnpus! 
♦HOME COOKING 
*EAT ANYWHERE 
ON CAMPUS 
♦CELEBRATE ELVIS' 
BIRTHDAY 
♦FOUNTAIN FOOD 
COURT NOW SERVING 
CLUB EASTERN 
♦NOW EAT ANYWHERE 
ON CAMPUS 
♦CELEBRATE SPRING 
TIME IN PARIS 
♦HOME COOKING 
LIKE MOM'S 
♦NEW WAYS TO 
SAVE $$$$$$$$ 
Arts 
4 
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Want Dave? 
Tickets for Dave Matthews concert 
will be sold using lottery system 
BY PAUL FLETCHER 
Arts editor 
Tickets for the Feb. 17 
acoustic performance by Dave 
Matthews and Tim Reynolds 
will go on sale at 9 a.m. Jan. 23 
in the Keen Johnson Building. 
A lottery system will deter- 
mine the order of 
ticket sales. The lot- 
tery numbers will be 
handed out begin- 
ning at 8 a.m. To be 
eligible for the lottery 
drawing, students 
must have a valid stu- 
dent ID card. 
At 9 a.m. a lottery 
number will be drawn 
that will determine 
the starting number 
for ticket sales. The 
person holding the 
same number as the 
one drawn will be 
first to purchase tickets, and 
sales will then continue in suc- 
cession from that point. 
For example, if number 256 is 
drawn, the person holding that 
number will be the first to buy 
tickets. Number 257 would be 
next then 258 and so on. When 
the highest lottery number is 
reached, sales will continue with 
numbers 1, 2,3 and so on until all 
tickets are sold. 
Tickets are $30 each and may 
be purchased with cash or check. 
There is a limit of two tickets per 
person. Only 1,500 
tickets will be sold. 
There is no advan- 
tage in arriving earli- 
er than 8 a.m. 
Camping out will not 
be permitted. 
Eastern faculty, 
staff and employees 
may enter the lottery 
by depositing $30 per 
ticket wanted, and fill- 
ing out a lottery tick- 
et no later than noon, 
Jan. 22. Refunds will 
be made on Jan. 25 
for those unsuccess- 
ful in the lottery. 
For more information about 
the concert or ticket sales, con- 
tact student development at 622- 
3855 or visit the Eastern website 
at <www.eku.edu>. 
Exhibit in Giles will 
feature national artists 
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT 
Eastern's art department, 
along with the Giles Gallery, is 
presenting the painting and 
monoprint work of Debra Clem 
and        Brian 
What: Art Exhibit 
When: Through Feb. 5 
Where Giles Gallery 
Jones. The two 
artists have 
exhibited their 
work on both a 
regional and 
national level. 
In addition 
to traveling the 
country exhibiting their work, 
both Clem and Jones are profes- 
sors in the art department of 
Indiana University Southeast in 
New Albany, Ind. 
Clem is involved in painting, 
while Jones is a print specialist. 
The two artists come our way 
via the results of a nationwide 
search in which work from vari- 
ous artists was submitted to 
Eastern for comparison. 
The exhibit will continue the 
yearly tradition of the art depart- 
ment to display 
the work of 
national artists 
as well as 
artists from the 
Eastern com- 
munity. 
The exhibit 
is  located   in 
Giles Gallery in the Campbell 
Building, and will be available 
for viewing through Feb. 5. 
Admission is free and the 
exhibit is open to the public. 
For more information and 
gallery hours, call the office of 
the art department at 622-1629. 
One Righteous Babe 
Pholo submitted 
Anl Dlfranco has followed a one album release per year rule since releasing her first in 
1990. Her latest, entitled *Up Up Up Up Up Up," takes a disparaging look at social and polit- 
ical values in America. And Ani ain't too happy about what she's seeing. 
PAUL FI>:R in-k 
No Depression 
Ani Difranco rebels 
against corporate ideals 
in music and in society 
{{T I "^,'' whole world is on the other side of a 
dirty windshield and I'm trying to see 
-4. through the glare." laments Ani Difranco 
on her musically eclectic new album. 
Bui at a closer glance it seems Diframo's musical 
vision is much clearer than her dim view of society. 
At age 20. the passionate folk-punk heroine bor- 
rowed money from friends to release her self -titled 
debut album, an album so popular she began to 
receive offers from both large and small recording 
companies. 
But in an unprecedented 
move, the fiercely independent 
Difranco refused all offers and 
continued to release albums on 
her own .       The 28- year-old 
Difranco is more interested in 
having complete control of her 
work than in making a profit. 
In reference to 
Righteous Babe Records, the 
company she founded, owns and 
operates, Difranco was recently 
quoted in a press release as say-       wm^^mmmmm 
ing, "we strive to make good art." 
If good art is the goal then mission accomplished. 
"Up Up Up Up Up Up," Difranco's 12th album in 
just nine years, is filled with politically and socially 
conscious lyrics. The addition of keyboards and full 
band arrangements represents the avant-folk artist's 
ability and desire to expand the musical landscape of 
her work. 
Staying true to the folk tradition set by Woody 
Guthrie more than 50 years ago, the rebellious 
Difranco speaks out against corporate idealism and 
common people being forced to live under some 
form of repression. Her lyrics address sensitive polit- 
icaMsSHes such as race relations and social class 
structure7To"S»4i she is dissatisfied with government 
(statement 
ss-than-favorable look at 
American society, is aVlouble slam against racism 
land trash-talk television 
feme Away From I 
to someone who is intent i 
with drugs. 
"Angry Anymore" is a biographical account of find- 
ing closure on earlier famil/turmoil and turning it into 
something positive.. 
Difranco stretches the JxHiudarics of folk music. 
I In emotional voice can Easily travel from a whisper to 
a scream, successfully blooding folk and punk music. 
Check this record out. Pt>r fans of alternative 
music, it is well worth adding to your collection. 
I a fact-based, heartfelt plea 
i destroying his or her life 
YOUR SPRING BREAK DISCOUNT VACATION 
The Daytona Welcome Center 
It's warmer here.and He louc sprmq breakers! 
15 of t>aytona's 
finest hotels to 
choose from at 
Daytonas best 
PRE-PATO 
PHONE CARDS 
Mo need lo spend all 
your vacation money 
on accommodations. 
cm 
I 8008819173 
Monday Friday 
10am 9 pm 
Saturday noon 6 pm 
prices. Hotel rooms 
on the beach. Hsk 
about our "Spring 
Break Party Card." 
Classic   Cookie 
Richmond Mall 
623-3734 
PER MINUTE 
NO  ONE CAN  BEAT OUR  PRICES! | 
WWW.DAVrONAWELCOMECFNl ER.COM 
P^jy\IC 612 Eastern Bypass 
^     \j*H Richmond, KY 40475 
\^J2/XLilClX^ Car wash 
Bring this coupon and 
take advantage of this 
special offer 
Party Platter 
1 available in 2, 3, nnd 4 dozen 
Buy 10 Cookies, Get 4 
FREE! 
$898 SPECIAL OCCASION COOKIE 
4* 
<& 
olonels Morehead State 
Saturday, January 16 
omen 2l00  piTI        nun 4:15 pm 
Alumni Coliseum 
Game Sponsor: Special Ticket Offer: 
Buy six Hershey's candy bars 
(3 for $1) at Richmond area 
Redi Marts and receive a FREE ticket to the game. 
1 m 
Ticket Information: 
(606)622-2122 or (800)262-7493 
www.athletics.eku.edu 
v 
Halftime Entertainment: 
•Greenup County Dance Team 
(Defending High School National Champions) 
♦Richmond Cheer Club 
•EKU Dance Colonels  
THURSDAY, January 14,9 pjn. 
The Big Easy presents 
Also, FRIDAY, January 15, 9 p.m. 100 Acre Wood 
Advanced tickets $2 (available at BlgEasj and Player's Club) 
Night of show $3 
Monday, Most Awesome Drink Special in town! i 
$7 cover and everything else is free. 
also Ladies pool tournament at 9 p.m. 
Wednesday: $5 cover and all drinks are $1 
) 
m^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
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Flu bugs Eastern 
Some tips that may help beat or treat the virus 
Br JAOUIA SMITH 
News writer 
Some Eastern sudenls came 
back to school ironi a wintry won- 
derland. 
"DigRing my car from the snow 
made me feel achy," said Derick 
Barnes, a senior computer infor- 
mation systems major from 
Elizabethtown. 
According to Dr. Allen Rader. a 
staff physician at Eastern's health 
services, "the best defense for the 
flu is early treatment." 
The flu is short for Influenza, a 
viral infection with symptoms that 
can be calmed by most over-the- 
counter medicines. 
However, Rader says that a 
drug called Amantadine, available 
through prescription, is great at 
treating the flu in its early stages. 
The flu can mask itself like a 
cold. The symptoms are about the 
same, but the treatments are dif- 
ferent. 
Most of the time it is hard to 
distinguish between the flu and a 
cold. The best treatment for the 
flu would be a flu shot in October. 
And to combat both the flu and 
a cold, get quick treatment when 
symptoms start to show. 
If you think that you may have 
contracted the flu, you should 
seek out medical attention as 
soon as possible. 
Eastern Student Health 
Services has a clinic for full-time 
Eastern students. 
SHS is located in the Kowlett 
Building. 
The doctor visit is free and 
most medications are also given 
free. You are responsible for the 
cost of any prescription given. 
The hours of operation are 8 
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through 
Friday and appointments must be 
made. 
Also, the Instant tare Unit is 
located at (>48 University 
Shopping Center. The fee for walk- 
ins starts at $50. 
The unit does not accept 
appointments, only walk-ins. 
If you are unusually sick, you 
should visit the I'attie A. Clay 
Hospital emergency room. 
If you are sick after health ser- 
vices or the Instant Care Unit is 
closed, call Pattie A. Clay Hospital. 
Don Knight/Progress 
. *      Si 
Tips to follow to combat the flu 
Prevention 
Get a yearly flu vaccine (In October lo properly combat) 
Wash your hands often 
Don't eat or drink after your roommate. 
Eat healthy (Green vegetables and fruits should be part of your diet) 
Work out (Exercise body and mind regularly) 
Get enough rest (8 hours is recommended by most) 
Don't smoke 
How do you know if you have the flu? 
Muscle aches 
Fever and chills 
Headache 
Dry cough 
Weakness 
What to do If you get the Flu? 
Drink lots of clear fluids 
Take aspirin, ibuprofen or acetaminophen 
A cool sponge bath 
Get an over-the-counter cough suppressant. 
Gargle salt water, get lozenges for sore throat 
Don't smoke 
Go to the Doctor If You Have: 
Shaking chills 
High fever 
Symptoms that fail to get better 
Severe headache 
Dark urine 
Severe muscle pain 
Difficulty breathing, shortness of breath, or wheezing 
Spring Rush 1999 
ma 
POWELL BUILDING 
Jan. 19: Casual Attire (Everyday) 
7-9 p.m. / Kennamer Room 
Jan. 20: Formal Attire (Church) 
7-9 p.m. / Kennemer Room 
Jan. 21: Casual Attire (Everyday) 
7-9 p.m. / Music Room 
For More Information Call: 
Shanna Brown 5989 or Kira Spencer 5996 
, 
"The Answer" 
Have you ever wondered how the financial aid 
system works or why parking is such a hassle but 
you didn't know who to ask? Beginning in the next 
issue, students, faculty and staff are invited to raise 
questions about Eastern. "The Answer" is 
designed to help you with any problems or con 
cerns you may have. 
If you have a question for "The Answer," write 
to: 
Staci Reid, Accent editor 
117 Donovan Annex 
Richmond, KY 40475 
or e-mail at <progress.eku.edu> 
Questions for the following week must be in by 
noon Monday. 
Pay off your 
Christmas 
debt. 
Come to 
Sera-Tec Biologicals 
Our New Hours are: 
Mondayf' 12:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
Tues, & Thurs.: 11:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. 
Wed. & Fri.: 7:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m. 
Donor Fees: 
In First Week: In Second Week: 
$15 for first donation $15 for third donation 
$20 for second donation $50 for fourth donation 
292 S. Second St. 624-9815 
COLONEL'S CINEMA 
^^ ^4 Showing New Releases On 
I    ^^^ CHANNEL 40 
5:30 PM TILL ?? 
SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY & FRIDAY 
(Movies are shown consecutively) 
THU.JAN14 
1) In and Out 
2) Fast Times at 
Ridgemont High 
Deep Impact 
In and Out 
FRI • JAN 1$ 
Fast Times at 
Ridgemont High 
Deep Impact 
In and Out 
Fast Times at 
Ridgemont High 
SUN'JAN 17 
1) Fear and Loathing 
in Las Vegas 
2) Dead Man Walking 
3) Almost Heroes 
4) Fear and Loathing 
in Las Vegas 
MON'JANJfl 
1) Dead Man Walking 
2) Almost Heroes 
3) Fear and Loathing 
in Las Vegas 
4) Dead Man Walking 
TUE'JAN19 
1) Almost Heroes 
2) Fear and Loathing 
in Las Vegas 
3) Dead Man Walking 
4) Almost Heroes 
WED-JAN20 
1) Fear and Loathing 
in Las Vegas 
2) Dead Man Walking 
3) Almost Heroes 
4) Fear and Loathing 
in Las Vegas 
IHU • JAN 21 
1) Dead Man Walking 
2) Almost Heroes 
3) Fear and Loathing 
in Las Vegas 
4) Dead Man Walking 
FRI • JAN 22 
1) Almost Heroes 
2) Fear and Loathing 
in Las Vegas 
3) Dead Man Walking 
4) Almost Heroes 
o 
sa 
'SIMPLY ONE OF THE YEAR'S FINEST FILMS." 
tr* Bai   KM IMH: 
TWOVERY ENTHUSIASTIC THUMBS UP!' 
"ONE IF THE YEAR'S TEN IESTI A COURAGEOUS 
AND PASSIONATE MAMA." 
W IVnVIWIME. Hfflt 
MM* UM Drawer 
«•«•■»» 
'•••• 
AinmMWraHMMNCit 
ME*!* run rei KIT>- 
5 U S 1 I S E 1 » 
SARANDON PfcNN 
APLMBYT1MR0BBINS 
DEAD MAN 
WALKING 
SUN-JAN 24 
,   1) Armageddon 
2) The Avengers 
3) Black Dog 
4) Armageddon 
MON-JAN25 
1) The Avengers 
2) Black Dog 
3) Armageddon 
4) The Avengers 
TUE'JANM 
1) Black Dog 
2) Armageddon 
3) The Avengers 
4) Black Dog 
WED'_JAN_2Z 
1) Armageddon 
2) The Avengers 
3) Black Dog 
4) Armageddon 
THU»JAN28 
1) The Avengers 
2) Black Dog 
3) Armageddon 
4) The Avengers 
FBI-JAN 29 
1) Black Dog 
2) Armageddon 
3) The Avengers 
4) Black Dog 
SUNLJANJI 
1) '54 
2) Ghost 
3) Homegrown 
4) '54 
COMING IN 
FEBRUARY.. 
Ghost 
Cocktail 
Jerry Maguire 
Lethal Weapon 4 
Out Of Sight 
The Rock 
The Truman Show 
STUDENT TICKETS ON SALE JANUARY 23 
iiiW1 "!tr  * 
M-^- 
an acoustic evening with TIM REYNOLDS 
CFNTFRI 
TypsgiT 
SI '( )rS/SOF1ED BY 
UNIVERSITY CENTER BOARD 
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION 
AND STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
iFTw 
511 
WEDNESDAY • FED 17 
BROCK AUDITORIUM 
a UNIVERSITY CENTER ROARD CONCERT 
Student Ticket Lottery to be held SAT. JAN 23. 8 AM. Keen Johnson Bldg. 
Employee Ticket Lottery ends FRI, JAN 22 
ALL SEATS RESERVED • TICKETS s30 EACH 
For further information call 622-3855 or view web page at 
www.studentdevelopment.eku.edu/hot/htm 
www.dmb.com 
DAVE MATTHEWS/TIM REYNOLDS LIVE AT EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
wmmmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmm 
Activities 
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Musical celebration fit for King 
Brian Stratton 
will perform 
8:00 p.m. 
Monday at the 
Gifford Theater. 
BY NICOLE JOHNSON    
Activities co-editor 
This weekend is more than just a 
three-day holiday. 
Monday is Martin Luther King 
Day and to commemorate the occa- 
sion, the office of multicultural 
events, in conjunction with the 
humanities and music departments, 
is sponsoring a concert featuring 
Brian Stratton. 
Brian Stratton, a New Orleans 
native, is a tenor who will perform a 
medley of songs, including some Negro 
spirituals and Creole songs. 
Richard Crosby, an associate profes- 
sor of music at Eastern, will accompany 
Stratton on the piano. The two have 
been good friends since 1991, Crosby 
said. They met through the Phi Mu 
Alpha Fraternity of America and still 
find time to talk at least once a week. 
Phi Mu Alpha strives to promote and 
sponsor American music. "Music and 
brotherhood is what it's all about", 
Crosby said. 
Omicron Psi, Eastern's chapter of 
Phi Mu Alpha, will provide a reception 
after the concert. The concert is at 8 
p.m. Monday in Gifford Theatre and is 
free to everyone. 
History of Firsts 
1956 — Unjvtr*lty of Alabama ordered to 
admit ita firat black atudent 
1957 — MLK delivers hia first national 
address, calling for black voting right*. 
1957 — Congress passes the Civil Rights 
Act the first civil rights legislation since 
Reconstruction 
1961 — The first black students are 
enrolled at the University of Georgia in 
Athens 
1966 — Robert Weaver becomes the first 
black to serve In a presidential cabinet and 
Constance Motley becomes the first black 
woman to be named a federal judge. 
1967 — Carl Stokes becomea the first 
black elected mayor of a major U.S. city. 
File/Progress 
Martin Luther King Jr. preached a message of peace, freedom, and 
fought for equal rights for all people before being killed in 1968. 
Got Any 
Gum, 
Elvis? 
These items 
were to be 
kept for Elvis 
at all limes- 
every dayl 
♦ Pickles 
♦ Wieners 
♦ Sucrets 
♦ Brownies 
♦ Contac 
♦ Onions 
♦ Six Cans 
of Biscuits 
♦ Milk, half 
and half 
♦ Cigs 
♦ Fresh 
ground 
round 
♦ Pepsi 
♦ Gum 
♦ Dristan 
♦ Mustard 
♦ Peanut 
Butter 
♦ Fresh 
Fruit 
♦ Banana 
Pudding 
♦ Lean 
bacon 
♦ Chocolate 
ice cream 
Source: The 
Associated 
Press 
James Carroll/Progress 
Elvis is still in the building at Club Eastern 
BY DANIEL BRUCE 
Activities c&editor 
Elvis may be dead, but his 
memory lives on at Eastern. 
Food services will hold a spe- 
cial dinner honoring Elvis 
Presley today from 4:30 to 7 p.m. 
on the south side of the Top 
Floor Cafeteria in the Powell 
Building. 
"If you're on campus and want 
to see what Club Eastern is 
about, now's the time to do it," 
said Top Floor Cafeteria manag- 
er Stephen Shappuck. 
The event is mainly for partic- 
ipants in the meal plan, but it is 
open to the public at $7.50 per 
person. 
The Elvis dinner is one of five 
special dinners conducted by 
food services each semester to 
promote the Club Eastern meal 
plan. 
Club Eastern is a food service 
program designed to offer stu- 
dents a wide range of foods on a 
prepaid basis. 
It offers six different levels of 
membership, and each provides 
a different number of meals. 
Every membership includes 
two tickets to each of the special 
dinners so Club Eastern mem- 
bers can bring a friend. 
Food services marketing 
coordinator Virginia King says 
the reason Elvis was chosen as 
the theme for January's dinner 
i» because his birthday is in 
early January and most people 
can relate to "the King" in some 
way. 
Aside from being decorated 
for the King's birthday, the Top 
Floor Cafeteria will have many 
of his favorite dishes. Fried 
chicken, cat fish, hush puppies, 
banana pudding and rich choco- 
late cake are just a few of the 
items available. 
Upcoming dinners include "A 
tribute to black history month" 
in February. Club Eastern mem- 
bership rates start at $399 per 
semester for 75 meals to $1,160 
for 19 plus meals per week. 
For more information call 622- 
2179. 
Classes offer more 
bang for less buck 
BY NICOLE JOHNSON  
Activities co-editor 
Picture this: You are floating 
through warm blue water as 
schools of colorful fish swim by. 
You drift lazily about as crabs 
scuttle across the ocean floor. 
Suddenly you can't breathe! 
You're drowning! What's wrong 
with this picture? You never 
learned how to scuba dive! 
Not to worry, salvation is here. 
Eastern is offering students and 
the community a unique opportu- 
nity. 
Eastern's division of special 
Programs, a commit-  
nity education orga- L£ 
nization. has a num- 
ber of new and excit- 
ing classes on its 
community educa- 
tion roster — includ- 
ing scuba (living. 
Russell 
Chowning, a junior 
a( Madison Central, 
took the scuba div-  
ing class with his 
mother and sister last fall. He said 
the class was "very in-depth." 
"I would recommend the class 
to anyone interested in learning 
about scuba diving," Chowning 
said. 
As a student, he understands 
that cost is always a factor in mak- 
ing decisions. 
"It wasn't expensive for what 
you got out of it," Chowning said. 
He and his family arc planning a 
(Mrfe together, perhaps even as 
soon as this summer. 
If scuba diving isn't your bag, 
not to worry. A wide variety of 
classes are being offered and 
everyone is bound to find a topic 
of interest among the selection. 
For instance, if you have been 
eyeing one of those costly tele- 
scopes displayed in every shop 
window since Christmas, don't 
get burned by buying the wrong 
one. Jack Fletcher, the director of 
It wasn't expen- 
sive for what 
you got out of it. 
Russel Chowning 
Madison Central Junior 
the Hummel Planetarium, is 
teaching a class titled "So You 
Want To Buy a Telescope." 
Fletcher started the class 
because the planetarium gels 
numerous calls from people who 
want to buy a telescope. 
"Before you buy a telescope, 
you need to know what you need 
and what you don't need." 
Fletcher said. 
Fletcher also said different 
activities like star gazing or look- 
ing at the moon require different 
types of telescopes. The course 
will answer common questions 
such as what is a reasonable price 
to pay for a 
telescope 
or where 
you would 
go to find a 
good one. 
If you 
prefer to 
keep your 
head on 
your shoul- 
ders and 
not in the clouds, there are 
numerous computer training 
classes, do-it-yourself courses and 
recreation offerings. 
If you've resolved to achieve 
some personal growth this new 
year, you can select from a variety 
of personal development classes, 
or you can learn the secrets^of 
some of Berea's finest artisans in 
the arts and crafts courses. 
Learn how to make beeswax 
candles, write novels thai will sell 
or train your dog. The possibilities 
are endless. 
The costs of the classes vary 
from $10 to $99 with a few excep- 
tions. But the parking is free! 
Most of the classes are held in 
Perkins Building. As always, it is a 
good idea to pre-register. 
Some classes began as early as 
Jan. 11. A complete list of course 
offerings and the answer to any 
questions you may have can be 
obtained by calling 622-1228. 
» 
PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE 
Drive. Intensity. Those aren't 
words you're likely to see in many 
course requirements. Then again 
Army ROTC is unlike any other 
elective. It's hands-on excite- 
ment. ROTC will challenge you 
mentally and physically 
through intense leadership 
training. Training that builds 
your character, confidence and 
decision-making skills. Again, 
words other courses seldom use. 
But they're the credits you need to 
succeed in life. ROTC is open to 
freshmen and sophomores with- 
I out obligation and requires 
about five hours per week. Reg- 
ister this term for Army ROTC. 
^63 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOD CAN TAKE 
For details, visit 522 Bcgley Building or call 
622-1215 
Science   101:    U.S.   Government 
Half   of   congress   is   made   up   of   lawyers. 
No wonder congress doesn't get along 
Speaking of lawyers, ours made us include this 
disclaimer with our 12 menu items under J4. 
Plus tax. (Thank congress for that.) Not valid 
during Halley's Comet. Must be hungry. Offer 
expires when you do. No swimming for one 
hour after dinner. Purchase required. No space 
aliens, please 
fca/Jt aUan. fie, '9lFast* 
441 Leighwmi Dnvt, 624-0884, Richmond 
^tHMMHI 
SHANE WALTERS 
X s A OB 
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Not even 
duct tape 
can fix 
theBCS 
If it ain't broke, don't fix it. 
And if it happens to break, 
don't duel tape it and hope no 
one notices. 
That's what the NCAA has 
done with its supposedly new 
and improved form "I crowning 
a national champion in Division 
l-A college football. 
As was the ease with the previ- 
ous system in college football, the 
Bowl Alliance, the Howl 
Championship Scries, or the BCS, 
involves a blend of The Associated 
Press media 
poll and the 
ESPN/USA 
Today coaches' 
poll. 
But the new 
twist includes 
input from a 
supposedly 
objective 
power system 
that measures 
strength of 
schedule and 
strength of 
opponents' schedule, along with 
wins and losse?. 
(For those who don't under- 
stand the BCS. lei's break down 
the components so we can laugh 
at the NCAA.) 
■ First, the poll component 
was calculated based on the 
average of each team's rankings 
both in the Associated Press 
media poll and in the 
KSPN/CSA Today coaches' poll. 
These rankings were added and 
divided by two. 
■ Tile second component 
deals with three computer rank- 
ings published in major media 
outlets. These computer rank- 
ings include Jeff Sagarin, who is 
published in USA Today, and 
rankings from tin Seattle 'limes 
and the New York Times. An 
average of the three rankings is 
used to calculate the points in 
this component. 
■ Hie third component is each 
team's strength of schedule This is 
calculated by determining the 
cumulative won/lost records of the 
team's opponents and the cumula- 
tive won/lost records of the oppo- 
nents ol the team's opponents. 
■ Tlie final component is to 
evaluate the team's won/lost 
record. Each loss during the sea- 
son represents one point in this 
component 
If you're still confused, don't 
worry. Most people didn't under- 
stand the Bowl Alliance. 
Ohio Slate was projected in 
win the national championship, 
but was thrown into the Sugar 
Bowl dm' in a loss in Michigan 
State in regular season play — 
all because of the BCS system. 
Hie drecn Wave olTulanc 
l Diversity demolished Brigham 
Young in the liberty Bowl, giving 
Tulanc a 12-0 overall record, but 
due to the Bcs. the Green Wave 
were not worthy of the national 
championship because their 
schedule just wasn't hard enough. 
Kansas State impressed many 
football gurus with a chance to !»• 
considered a possible national 
champion contender, but a loss in 
Kansas State's conference champi- 
onship game denied them a red 
carpel showing at the Fiesta Bowl. 
Why? < live thanks to the BCS — 
I Kvision l-A's answer to crowning 
a national champion. 
The BCS is I division l-A's duct 
lape In an old problem. The BCS 
system ma> allow the No. l and 
No. 2 ranked teams lo compete 
against each Other, but dial's not 
the true sportsmanlike form ol 
winning. A team, ol any rank of 
sport, should have an equal 
opportunity to win the outright 
championship  lliai is the 
essence of sports — a true cham- 
pion, not a team that has the 
hardest record or best recruits. 
Tile NCAA needs in bring out 
the heavy duty cleaning solutions 
and wipe up the mess it has creat- 
ed in Division l-A college football. 
It's simple. Instead of improving 
on an already controversial bowl 
system, why not have ,i playoff 
like Division l-AA football. 
The Massuchetts Minutenien 
were crowned the Division l-AA 
champion by beating Georgia 
southern — the Minutenien 
earned their championship. 
They clawed and scratched their 
way to the top instead of keeping 
their fingers crossed and hoping 
the BCS might allow them the 
opportunity to succi 
Sports 
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A 'Size'able start 
Charlotte 
Sizemore is 
measuring-up 
to competition 
BY CHRISTINA THOMPSON 
Assistant sports editor 
When most people Jhink back to kinder- 
garten, they fondly remember days 
filled with ABCs, trying to color 
inside   the   lines  and   no  homework. 
Charlotte Sizcniore's memories of kinder- 
garten include practicing for a game that 
would shape her future. 
"I started playing basketball in kinder- 
garten.'' Sizemore said. "My dad coached 
at my grade school, so he just let me be on 
the team." 
. After introducing Sizemore to the game, her 
father would go on to become the most influential 
person in her life. 
"He would always take me to the gym on the 
weekends." she said. "We would put in the extra 
time after practice, or on days when I didn't 
have practice we were always in the gym." 
All those hours in the gym have paid off for 
Sizemore. a sophomore from Hazard, as she cur- 
rently leads the Lady COIonels basketball team in 
scoring with an average of over 17 points per game. 
Her performance in the last few games, includ- 
ing a career high 27 points against Tennessee 
Stale University Jan. 27. has moved her into third 
in scoring in the Ohio Valley Conference. 
Although her goals don't include topping her 
current career high. Sizemore wouldn't mind 
improving on her stats. 
T don't go out and try to score that much. If I 
i an I would like to add to my high." Sizemore said. 
In her two seasons here at Eastern, Sizemore 
has made a si/able contribution to the team. 
I luring her rookie season, she averaged 8.!) points 
and :t.!l rebounds per game on a team that won its 
third straight OVC championship. 
For her performance last year, Sizemore was 
named to the (JVC's All-Freshman team. Since the 
end of last season, she has worked to improve on 
an already impressive game, and the improve- 
ments have not been missed by the coaching staff. 
"I think she's a much more versatile player." 
said women's head coach Larry; Joe Inman. "She's 
a consistent three-point shooter, and she can 
score going left and score going right." 
Both Inman and Sizemore agree that she needs 
to work on her abilities as a defensive player. 
Sizemore sees her need to improve her defense as 
part ol the transition from high school to college. 
"In high school I was always bigger than every- 
one else, and I never played defense in high 
Measurable stats 
£r 
school, 
said. 
Sizcmoro's suc- 
cess      here      at 
Eastern is a carry- 
over from her suc- 
cess   as  a   high 
school basketball 
player.        from 
eighth     to     11th 
grade,    Sizemore 
played varsity has-    ^ 
ketball    at    Breathitt 
County High School where she set school 
records for points in a season (720) and points 
in a career (2,HO). 
During her senior year. Sizemore played at 
Hazard High School where she helped lead the 
team lo 117-1 record and both the All "A" and 
Sweel Sixteen stale titles. During that season. 
Sizemore averaged 2(1.2 points and 7.:! rebounds 
per game. 
Most people change hobbies and interests sev- 
eral limes as they grow up. so what is it about bas- 
ketball that keeps Sizemore interested? 
"Just being competitive. I like to win." 
Sizemore said. 
Sizemore has come a long way from those 
early days in the gym. and she has made a lasting 
impression on everyone she's met. 
8" 
E 
E 
-Scored 
career- 
high 27 
points 
against 
TSU last 
Thursday. 
-Ranked 
third in 
scoring in 
the OVC 
- Received 
pre- 
season 
AII-OVC 
honorable 
mention 
tor 98-99 
season. 
-OVC All- 
Freshman 
team 
selection 
last sea- 
son. 
-Was third 
on the 
team in 
assist (52) 
and steals 
(42) last 
season. 
-Averaged 
20 2 ppg 
as a 
senior at 
Hazard. 
-Set school 
marks tor 
points in a 
season 
and 
career at 
Breathitt 
County. 
UT-Martin earns season sweep over Eastern 
BY CHRISTINA THOMPSON 
Bnan Simms/Progress 
Freshman guard Zoey Artist, right, struggles tor possession ot the basketball 
against an opposing Austin Peay Lady Governor Eastern defeated APSU 88-70 The 
Lady Colonels lost to the UT-Martin Lady Skyhawks Tuesday 83-74 at Martin Tenr 
► Men's Basketball 
Assistant sports editor 
For the first time in Eastern Kentucky 
history, the Lady Colonels have lost two 
regular season games to the University 
of Tennessee-Martin. 
With a final score of 
83-74, the lady Colonels' 
record drops to 7-7 over- 
all and 4-3 in conference 
action. Eastern trailed 
the Lady Skyhawks by 
only one at the half (29- 
2K).   The   two   teams 
remained   close  until 
Martin went on a KM) run to pull ahead 
4°-41 with 1323 remaining in the game. 
Eastern could get no closer than five 
throughout the rest of the game. 
Leading the way for Eastern was 
Charlotte Sizemore who scored 21 
points. Also recording double-digit Dg- 
ures for the lady Colonels were Larrya 
Eastern vs. 
Morehead Stats 
WlMfl: 2 p.m.. Saturday 
Whara Alumni Coliseum 
Wall with 12 points and Zoey Artist with 
10 points. 
In conference play on Saturday, the 
lady Colonels recorded an impressive 
88-70 victory over Austin Peay. 
Pastern made a quick start of demolish- 
ing the Austin I'eay team 
by jumping to a KM) lead 
in the first two-and-a-half 
minutes with buckets by 
Candice Kinley, Sizemore 
and Shamira TTiedford. 
The closest Austin 
Peay's lady Governors 
would come to Eastern 
was off two free throw 
shots by Rhonda Neely that would cut 
Eastern's lead to four (12-8). At the end 
of the first half Eastern was leading with 
a score of 4.'{-27. 
The second half was no different. The 
lady Colonels stretched their lead to 28 
See Basketball/Page B7 
Colonels end 12-game losing skid with 64-60 OT victory 
GE»  
Scon Perry's team extended its 
losing streak with a loss Saturday 
BY SHANE WALTERS 
Sports editor 
The last time freshman guard 
Whitney Robinson obtained his 
career-high in points was ihe last 
the Colonels won a contest 
Whether it was deja vu or ju«i 
plain skill. Robinson racked up '.'■ 
points, beating his caretT-lligll and 
leading Eastern to ils tii-i yrji u>i . 
since Nov. I!), with a 64 K0 uvei 
time win at Tennessee Mai tin 
Tuesday. 
"We made it Stressful, bill we 
pulled out the win." head ■ na< li 
Scot) Perry said during his posi 
game radio show. "We're so liapp) 
tn gel a victory and gi i tin-, moil 
d how 
idvenHty." 
from the 
hard ■ half, the 
Ihe k* kc 
K**it ■ :■■/.'> lead 
'■'ii< nn a quick 
'•''' minutes of the 
win »li< ed the 
I*""' ma-. .1 7: on a 
foul -h.,i I/) )■„ < nimby *iid !4.9 
gulalion Alter 
bi-ing fouh •. .in Weir, 
< mi' rid -A 1,1 it,, rontrst 
nil', ov.r lion  i/i, a luul thai 
Jason OflUtfl m ori d fivr points 
in  I III    l)i ginning '/I l|,i   i,vi Thine. 
' olonelt P«o« B7 
Photos by Bnan Simms/Progress 
Freshman guard Whitney Robinson tails to the tloor after an Austin 
Peay opponent knocked the basketball from his hands.    ■ 
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► Indoor Track 
Khayr, 
Ogbolugo 
run away 
at UK 
BY CHRISTINA THOMPSON 
Assistant sports editor 
While Mother Nature tried to 
confuse people with her continu- 
ously changing weather. Eastern 
Kentucky's men's and women's 
indoor track teams concentrated 
on the challenge at hand: the 
Wildcat Speed Meet, Dec. 11,1998, 
at the University of Kentucky. 
Competing against athletes 
from the University of Louisville, 
Kentucky and Dayton, Eastern's 
men's team captured first place 
finishes in three events, while the 
women's team brought home two 
first place finishes of its own. 
In the two-mile run, 
Mohammed Khayr finished first 
lor the men's team with a time of 
9:30.96, and less than eight sec- 
onds later, Charles Moore 
crossed the finish line to receive 
third place (9:38.14). 
"We were relatively pleased 
with our performance, especially 
since we had not done a lot of 
speed work," said Tim Moore, 
Eastern's assistant track coach. 
Eastern's women's team was 
not to be outdone, as it made an 
impressive showing at the meet 
Celestina Ogbolugo finished 
first ip the 800 with a time of 
2:19.44. Jennifer Wheeler led an 
Eastern sweep of the mile run with 
her first place finish in 5:14.99. 
Senior Sarah Blossom, who 
was recently named an Ohio 
Valley Conference Scholar-Athlete 
for 1998-1999. showed her athletic 
ability by recording a time of 
10:51.72 to take second in the two- 
mile run. 
Brian Simms/Progress 
Sophomore forward Charlotte Sizemore blocks Austin Peay's Tanesha 
Murray's attempt dunng Saturday's contest at McBrayer Arena. 
Basketball: 
Eastern Ms 
to 7-7 with 
Tuesday's loss 
From B6 
when Sizemore nailed a three with 
4:53 remaining in the game. 
Leading the team in scoring 
were sophomores Sizemore and 
Finley. Sizemore scored 23 points 
while Finley recorded a career- 
high 22 points. 
"Candice had a big offensive 
night for us," Eastern's head 
coach Larry Joe Inman said. 
Iniiian also credited the Lady 
Colonels' defensive efforts in the 
victory. Eastern held Quin 
Sullivan, Austin Peay's leading scor- 
er with an average of 16.7 points 
per game, to eight points Saturday. 
"I credit Jennifer King, Cathy 
Dues, Finley and Shannon 
Browning with the job they did on 
her (Sullivan)," Inman said. 
Inman also recognized 
Eastern's consistent play through- 
out both halves. 
"When you get someone down 
at halftime, great teams not only 
get people down, but they're able 
to put them away," Inman said. 
"We showed that ability to get a 
team down and finish them for 
the first time the entire year." 
Sizemore agreed with Inman's 
analysis of the game. 
"We finally played two halves 
together," Sizemore said. 
Entering Saturday's game, the 
Lady Colonels were coming off a 
72-58 win over Tennessee State 
University last Thursday. 
After trailing TSU in the first, 
Eastern managed to pull ahead of 
Tennessee State in the second 
half. 
Leading the Lady Colonels' 
charge was Sizemore who scored 
21 of her career-high 27 points in 
the second half. 
Colonels: Robinson achieves 
career-high, leads Eastern to victory 
From B6 
giving the Skyhawks a 59-54 lead. Senior 
Warren Stukes cut the deficit to 60-58 with 
two layups before senior guard Chris 
Fitzgerald capped the victory with a three- 
pointer. Robinson added a bounce off the 
backboard to make the final mark 64-60. 
"Chris's three-point basket made the 
guys think we're going to win," said Perry. 
"We kept scrapping down on the defensive 
end and kept looking for new life. 
Defensively, we did a nice job — our zone 
rocked them on their heels." 
The Colonels (2-13, 1-6 Ohio Valley 
Conference) had not won a contest since a 
matchup with Belmont University at 
McBrayer Arena. Tuesday's victory over 
UT-Martin ended a 12-game losing streak 
for Perry's maroon and white Colonels. 
Sophomore Darius Acuff led the charge 
for the Colonels with 15 points, four assists 
and two steals in the 78-57 loss to Austin 
Peay Saturday at McBrayer Arena. 
After competing evenly for a portion of 
the first half, Acuff sliced the Governors 
lead to only five on a foul shot with 5:46 left 
before the half. 
Austin Peay retaliated and went on a 12- 
0 run — making the mark 33-21. The Govs 
defense held the Colonels to only two free 
throws, ending the first half with a 41-24 
advantage for APSU. 
In the second half. Eastern could only 
cut the scoring margin to 13 points, giving 
the Governors a 21-point victory. 
The Colonels clashed with the 
Tennessee State Tigers last Thursday 
night, only to lose 86-79. 
Thomas gives 
up basketball 
Eastern junior forward 
Charles Thomas has decided 
to give up basketball. 
A chronic back injury has 
kept him out of the majority 
of the pre-season workouts 
and limited him to playing in 
only one game this year. 
Thomas had transferred to 
Eastern in July 1997, from the 
University of Minnesota where 
he played on the Golden 
Gophers' NCAA Tournament 
Final Four team of 1997. 
"It is very hard for me to have my basketball 
career end due to injury," Thomas said. "After 
more than 18 months of therapy and continuous 
attempts to play, my body has just not respond- 
ed and leaves me unable to play. 
Charles 
Thomas was 
projected to be 
a premier 
player in the 
OVC. 
CHURCH DIRECTORY 
First Baptist Church 350 W. 
Main at Lancaster Ave. 623- 
4028 Worship Sun,. 8:30 , 11 
a.m., 6:30 p.m. Wed. 6:30 
p.m. Sun School 9:40 a.m. 
S.U.B.S. 8 p.m. at BSU 
Center 
Episcopal Church of Our 
Saviour 2323 Lexington Rd 
623-1226 Sun. 8:30 a.m., 11 
a.m. Sun. School 9:30 a.m. 
St. Thomas Lutheran 
Church 1285 Barnes Mill 
Rd.623-7254 Sun. School 
9:30 a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m. 
Westside Christian Church 
Bennington Ct. across from 
Arlington 623-0382 Sun. 
School 9:45 a.m. Worship 
10:45 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 
p.m. Transportation avail- 
able. 
First Presbyterian Church 
(PCUSA) 330 W. Main St. 
623-5323 or 623-5329 
Church School 10 a.m. Sun. 
Worship 11 a.m. Wed. 
Dinner 6 p.m. (no charge) 
Call for transportation. 
First United Methodist 
Church 401 W. Main St. 
623-3580 Worship 8:30 & 
10:50 a.m. Sunday School 
9:40 a.m. Wed. Night Live 
5:30 p.m. Transportation 
available. 
Richmond House of Prayer 
(Full Gospel Church) 330 
Mule Shed Ln. 623-8922 or 
624-9443 Sun. School 10 
a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m., 6 
p.m. Wed. 7 p.m. 
Transportation available 
Redhouse Baptist Church 
2301 Redhouse Rd. 623-8471 
or 624-1557 Sun. School 9:40 
a.m. Sun. Worship 10:50 
a.m., 7 p.m. 
Big Hill Ave Christian 129 
Big Hill Ave. 623-1592 Sun. 
10:45 a.m.,6 p.m. 
Church of Christ Goggins 
Ln. (W. Side 1-75) Ride: 624- 
2218 or 623-2515 Sun. 9:30, 
10:20 a.m. & 6 p.m. Wed. 7 
p.m. Bible Moment 624-2427 
Richmond Church of 
Christ 713 W. Main St., 623- 
8535 Sun. 9 & 10 a.m., 6 
p.m., Wed. 7 p.m.; ride our 
van. Colonels for Christ 
meet 2nd & 4th Thurs. at 
8:30 p.m. on 2rd floor of 
Powell Building 
Unitarian Universalist 
Fellowship 209 St. George 
St. For information call: 
623-4614 Sunday Service 
and Church School 10:45 
a.m. 
White Oak Pond Christian 
Church (Disciples of 
Christ) 1238 Barnes Mill Rd 
623-6515 Sun. Worship 10 
a.m. Coffee Fellowship Sun. 
11a.m. Sun. School 11:15 
a.m. 
Harvest Family Fellowship 
621 S. Keeneland Dr. 624- 
8620 Sun. School 9:45 a.m. 
Sun. Worship 10:45 Wed. 
Bible Study 7 p.m., Sat. 
Outpouring 6:10 p.m. 
Eastside Bethel Baptist 
1675 E. Main St. 624-9646 
Sun. Bible Study 9:45 a.m. 
Sun. Worship 8:30 & 10:50 
a.m. Wed. Small Group 
Bible Study 6:30 p.m. 
Services are interpreted for 
the deaf and are handi- 
capped accessible. 
St. Stephen Newman 
Center 405 University Drive 
623-2989 Sun. Mass 5 p.m., 
Sunday Supper $1 6 p.m., 
Wed. 7 p.m. Inquiry classes 
for becoming Catholic. 
St. Thomas Lutheran 
Church 1285 Barnes Mill 
Rd.623-7254 Sun. School 
9:30 a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m. 
Rosedale Baptist Church 
411 Westover Ave 623-1771 
Sunday School 9 a.m. 
Worship Sun. 10:15 a.m., 6 
p.m. Wed. Prayer Service 7 
p.m. 
Trinity Missionary Baptist 
Church 2300 Lexington Rd. 
624-9436 or 623-6868 Sun. 
9:45 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m. 
Wed. Youth & Prayer 7 p.m. 
► AD INDEX 
Alpha Gamma Delta B4 
Apollo's A5 
Applebees A5 
Athletic Office B3 
Big Easy B3 
Bodean's A5 
Botany Bay A5 
Captain D's A8 
Check Exchange A4 
Church Directory B7 
Classic Cookie B3 
Cutups B2 
Daytona Welcome Center 
B3 
Delta Zeta A5 
Electric Beach A6 
Fazoli's B5 
First Gear A4 
Food Services B2 
Gifts To Go B2 
Intramurals A6 
KY Connect A8 
Madison Garden A4, B2 
Mall Movies B2 
Merle Norman A8 
Multicultural Office A3 
NY Steak & Cheesecake Co 
A5 
Oceanfront B7 
Panama Jim's A9 
Papa John's A4 
PC Systems AS 
PHCA5 
Pink Flamingo B3 
Pizza Hut B7 
Planet Sun A8 
Recordsmith A5 
ROTC B5 
Sera-Tec A5, B4 
Serendipity A8 
Shopping.Com B7 
Sound Advice A8 
Stoneworth A5 
Student Development B4 
Sun Shoppe A5 
Sutter's A7 
Taylor's Sporting Goods A8 
Tillermans A8 
University Cinemas B2 
VarsityBooks.Com B8 
WizeAutoA6   
Twelve 30 min. Wolff Beds \ 
1 Hex Stand-up unit 
Weleome Baok 
Not all tanning sessions are created equal! 
Come into 
Oceanfront 
Tan-In 
for a 
Superior 
Tanning 
Experience! 
Bring this ad 
in 10 visits 
for $25 
Exp. 1/31/99 
519 Leighway Dr. 
623-8993 
You Survived The 
Holidays! 
Now, get the gifts you really wanted! 
Shopping.com 
tf~.o-_ ?£>?£?i 
—■—- c» 
_T con, •'   •* 
■Hiit WmJijS' ""'-•££*» 
SOO Mlrwf.   Pr.   P.IJ 
Phono Cards 
C«tl  your  Mother,   sKo  miuti  you. 
99 
— 7/.9«y 
•N. Mrinf • M..M     ■■» /..il 
TOO   IWn 
Book,       tUK'li)    rmmi 
Wa alt* carry TEXTBOOKS 
at Incredibly Low Prknt 
CAKE alUttit 
i*oo% wCy 
J»J Cm. Tf se.ee 
b.l»r«.    t>t«S 
»l».l«l 
a*g»n—■, 
-"■T 
Miss that 
good 
home 
cookin? 
Get a Large 1-Topping 
Just like Mom's for only 
Free 
drink with 
purchase 
of buffet 
PizgaJliit 
Campus Delivery Only 
623"2264theBypass 
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
SpOrtS B8 The Eastern Progress, Thursday, January 14. 1999 
Up to 40% Off 
New Textbooks 
Only $4.95 shipping ... no 
matter how many books ordered 
Guaranteed 30-day, no-hassle 
return policy 
Fully secured transactions 
varsitybooks.com 
your online college bookstore 

.^C- 
Somerset 
Highway 27 
679-2009 
Corbin 
Master Street 
528-9998 
Middlesboro 
Village Square 
248-0048 
London 
1106 S. Main 
864-8787 
Barbourville 
Parkway Plaza 
546-2525 
Russell Springs 
Northridge Or., 
Next to Kmart/Corryout Only 
866-4800 
Berea 
Boone Square 
986-1644 
Richmond 
539 Mahaffey Dr. 
623-0771 
NOW HIRING! 
Restaurant Crew • Delivery Drivers & Management Trainees 
Apply at the Little Caesars nearest you or call 1 -800-648-8875 
WE ACCEPT VISA 
^ 
AUTHENTIC 
STUFFED CRUST PIZZA 
MAKE IT A CRAZY COMBO MEAL!   m XX SSfMSAS mi 
Expires: 2/28/99. Offer valid only at participating locations for a limited time. Nq coupon necessary. ©1998 Little Caesar Enterprises., Inc. 
AUTHENTIC 1959 RECIPE 
MEATSAIMEATSA! 
IENTIC1959 RECIPE 
199 
| plus in 
Get one 16" X-Large 
I Pizza loaded with 
pepperoni. beef 
topping, ham, 
Italian-style sausage 
and bacon 
ilWtl'i, /«. 
Little Caesars 
FREE CRAZY BREAD 
AUTHENTIC 1959 RECIPE 
FAMILY SPECIAL 
GO 
oo 
GET YOUR TAILGATE OVER HERE! 
GOES GREAT WITH 
ANY GAME... Viaideer FRESH FRIED CHICKEN AND ALL THE FIXINGS 
C 1999 MAROEESFOOO SYSTEMS INC AVAILABLE AFTEB HEGULAH BREAKFAST MOOHSAI««RIICI'WI>lGH*BOEES«(>£SI»UBANTSK3BALIMIIED TIME CHICKEN HOURS MAY VARY BY LOCATION 
'9.99 
Hatdeer 
■NMUKMUL 
I KS. OMBM MKWTI 
lUUKf SbfSl 
OCOJ 
HHI 
f   ran f     *■» 
$6.99 
Ytardecr 
8 PCS. CHKKEN 
&JJUSCUfTS 
•8.99 
ttardeer© 
12 PCS. CNKKDr 
& 6 BISCUITS 
MM1 
s2.99 „ 
Wardeex © 
2KS. UKUM, 
1 nSCMT, 2 SMJUi SMS 
1 I RKULUI 
99* 2 FOR ONLY...       Lo9 
Haideer 
WT 
PLU 
BACON, EM A 
CHEESE BtSCWT 
KMKI-llff 
* 
» 
> 
99" 
Hatdeeri 
BISCUIT W 
GRAVY 
PUTTH 
BWI-IHt 
99< 
Harderc © 
--■'  -t     ■.!-* 
*i.j9 ~ 
ttardeer 6 
CltSM 
CHICKEN 
SANDWKN 
$l.99 
Ytardeer © 
99' 
ttardecr © 
ROAST BEEF 
HHt 
"" OQV"*"'oiT      $i" «K""« 
2 FOR ONLY...       ■•89 
Hardeer 
o99c 
BACON,EGG 8 
CHEESE BISCUIT 
$1 no w 
2 FOR ONLY...      l«Ol       O 
Hardeer 
SAUSAGE A EGG 
TACKLE YOUR TASTEBUDS! 
FRISCO BURGER 
>*ES'OOOS»STEI*S <NC AVAILABLE ATTEBHCGULAfl BRCAKfAST «OU«S*T P*PTlC**T»*lKAB0CE9i*«ST*J«ANTSRDBAtlUrTED Ti« 
